
20 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

Chapter I.

Nature of Brahman.

Kamanuja says that ,Brahman exists in, and is to be meditated

on, as having three forms :
—

l) Brahman in its own nature {svarupena),

i. e. as the cause of the entire world; 2) Brahman as having for its

body (i.
e. as the Soul of) all the suffering souls ^

(bhoktr); 3) Brahman

as having for its body (i.
e. as the Soul of) the objects^ and of the

instruments of suffering/ (p. xii. 387,^ Ved, Samg. p. 138). The objects

and instruments of suffering constitute the extire material world. So

it will be convenient to divide R.'s teachings concerning the nature

of Brahman under three heads, l) B. in its own nature, 2) B. as the

Soul of the individual souls, and 3) B. as the Soul of the material world.

1. Brahman in its own nature.

The word Brahman is, according to R., derived from the root

hrh (to grow), and means anything that possesses greatness (brhattva)]

but it primarily denotes that which possesses unsurpassable (infinite)

greatness in its nature as well as in its qualities; and such can only

be the Lord of all {sarvesvara). (p. x. 361 and p. vir. 209
f.). ,

Because

unconditioned greatness (etc.) is possible only in the universal Soul.'

(p. 62.) ,Hence the word B. denotes the „Highest Person" {Purusottama),

who in His nature is devoid of every imperfection and possesses

numberless qualities of unsurpassable excellence.' (p. vii. 207.) Two

^ Bhoktr is one who experiences the fruit of one's former acts (kai-man).

The word is generally translated by ,an enjoying soul'. But even where the fruit

of the acts {karman) is, from the worldly point of view, pleasant, it is from the

point of view of the final release something entirely undesirable; and hence is

rather a ,suffering' than an enjoyment.
^ The objects of suffering are the material objects with which the souls are

surrounded; and the instruments of suffering are the bodies and sense-organs which

they possess. The sole purpose of the entire material world is conceived to be that

of requiting the souls for their past acts or Karman.
^ For the explanation of the references see p. 129, note 1.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 21

things are to be noticed here : Istly B. is a Person^ and not to be

considered as impersonal, and 2ndly B. is not without qualities. What

R. understands by ,person' (Purusa) may be seen from the fact that

he ascribes unconditioned
,Personality^ to the Universal Soul only

(p. XIII. 283). By a person he understands one who possesses the power

to reaHze one's wishes and purposes (sattyakdma & sattyasamkalpa.

Ch. Up. VIII. 1. 5). The individual souls also possess this power

(Ch. Up. VIII. 7. l) and therefore they are ,persons^ (pwrwsas). But

their power is conditioned^ or limited as long as they are not freed

from the necessity of transmigration, which R. always expresses by

saying that they have ^a'purusdrthas' i. e. want of the powers of

a person, because they are compelled to suffer the consequences of

their karman}

Brahman is defined in Su. i. 1. 2 as ,the Cause of the creation,

sustenance and dissolution of the worlds In order to understand

exactly what R. means by this definition we must bear two things

in mind :
—

Istly creation does not mean creation out of nothing,

nor does dissolution mean dissolution into nothing; and 2ndly, creation,

sustenance and dissolution are not brought about by an external

agent; they are acts from inside, immanent.

The following considerations will make this point clear. R. knows

nothing of absolute creation or of absolute dissolution. ,When one

says that some thing did not exist [asadvyapadesa) (e. g. when one

says that jars, plates etc. did not exist in the morning), what is

meant is not that there was absolute non-existence (tucchata) of that

something, but that it existed before in a different form and had

different qualities^ (e. g. the plates, jars etc. existed as a lump of clay.),

(p. 358). ,
Existence (sattva) and non-existence (asattva) are attributes

of a substance.' (p. 358, cf. Su ii. 2. 31. p. 443). ,When a substance

possesses qualities that enable it to be called a certain thing, there

is the existence of that thing; but when the substance possesses

^ The meaning of ,conditioned' will be given below.

^ Cf. p. 674 :
—

jlvaaya karmavaSyatvdt tattatkarmdmigunyena tattadvastusam-

bandha evd 'puru§drtkah,.
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22 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

qualities other than these, then there is the non-existence of this thing'
^

(p. 354). jThus for instance when clay possesses a broad base and

the shape of a belly, then we say that a jar exists, but if that clay

has the shape of potsherds etc., we say that the jar does not exist.'

Thus reasoning tells us that non-existence means assumption of dif-

ferent attributes. Besides this kind of (relative) non-existence {asattva)

no (absolute) non-existence (tucchata) is conceivable' (pp. 358 & 59).

Thus, if previous non-existence of anything is incomprehensible, it

follows that creation or destruction in the strict sense of the words

is equally incomprehensible. They must therefore be understood in a

relative sense. Thus R. says ,
creation (utpatti) and destruction are

different states of the same causal substance' (p. 344). ,That which

already exists, is created' [sata evo^tpattih). This paradoxical statement

is thus explained :
— ,When a substance (dravya) undergoes different

states in succession, there occurs the „destruction" of the substance

in the previous state, and the „creation" of the substance in the present

state, but the substance remains the same in all its states' (p. 345).

To such considerations R. is led by his acceptance of the old

orthodox doctrine of ,Satkdryavdda', i. e. the doctrine that ,the effect

(kdrya) is existent in the cause {kdranay. {kdrane kdryasya sattvam)

or that ,the effect is non-different from the cause' {kdrandd ananyat

karyam). This conception of the relation between cause and effect

has probably its origin in the teachings of the sixth chapter of the

Ch. Up. This chapter aims at teaching that the world is not different

from Brahman, and that by knowing Brahman the world becomes

known. The kind of oneness between the world and Brahman is

illustrated in the first section of this chapter by three examples. ,By

knowing one clod of clay all things made of clay are known; (because

they have) „beginning with speech, modification, name" (ydcdrambha-

nam vikdro ndmadheyam), but the only truth is that they are clay'.

The other two examples are : 1. By knowing one ball of copper

everything made of copper is known: and 2. by knowing one pair

^
vyavahdrayogyata hi sattvam. virodhivyavahdrayogyatd tadvyavahdrayogyasyd-

sattvam. Cf. also p. 358, sattvadkarmdd dharnidntaram, asattvam.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 23

of nail-scissors everything made of iron is known. On these passages

the Vedanta doctrine of the non-difference of the effect from the cause

or Satkaryavada^ is grounded. But the interpretation put on them,

especially on the four words vacdrambhanani vikdro ndmadheyam

are very divergent, and hence the accounts given of the Satkdryavdda

vary considerably from each other. Samkara interprets these words

as follows (Brahmasutras ii. 1. 14) :
—

,The modification (vikdra)

originates and exists merely in speech. In reality there is no such

a thing as effect. It is merely a name and therefore unreal.' But

one could easily see that the words in question do not at all warrant

such a conclusion. Literally translated the words mean ,beginning

with speech, a modification, a name^ But that the modification origi-

nates merely in speech and is merely a name is Sainkara's own

addition; and therefore that the effect does not exist in reality is an

unwarrantable conclusion. There is not a single word here, as R. says

(Ved. Saiiig. p. 53), that denys reahty to the modification. Samkara

says (B. S. ii. 1. 14) that only by accepting the unreahty of the effect

could we understand the oneness of the cause and effect. But R. says

jthis is exactly what we cannot do. For the real and the unreal

cannot possibly be one. If these two were one, it would follow either

that Brahman is unreal or that the world is reaP (p. 350). Samkara's

view may more properly be termed Satkdranavdda and cannot be

called by the old name of Satkdryavdda. But it is not even Satkdrana-

vdda; because in order that a kdrana (cause) may be a karana,

there must be a kdrya (effect). Samkara's view is only Sanmdtravdda'^

it denys reality to all change and so to all causality. Also the corollary

of the Satkdryavdda viz. by knowing the cause you know the effect,

looses all its meaning, as R. points out (Ved.-Samg. p. 18 & 54), if

Sainkara's interpretation be accepted. For if the effect be unreal,

there is nothing to be known.

There are one or two considerations, which R. has not mentioned,

but which would help us to understand the meaning of the expression

^ This doctrine is accepted also by the Samkhya system. The Vedantists of

the Madhva school, howener, reject it.
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24 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

vacarambhanam vikdro namadheymn, and thus enable us to determine

what^ according to the Ch. Up., should be understood by Satkdryavdda.

Firstly, the expression vacarambhanam etc. has been again used

four times in the fourth section of the same chapter. The context

helps us here to understand the sense in which it is used. In section 2

it is stated that the Original Being (^Sat) created Light, Light created

Water, Water created Food. In section 3 the Divinity (viz. sat) forms

a resolve to make these three substances, viz. Lights Water and Food

jtripartite' and to distinguish them by ,names and forms'; and then

does accordingly. ,Making tripartite' means, as the following section

shows, mixing up the three substances, so that every part of the

mixture will be made up of all the three. Distinguishing by means

of ,nanies and forms' is in the Upanisads, as it has been ever since

in Indian philosophy, an act of individualizing. Compare Br. Up. i. 4. 7

,Then this
(i.

e. the Cosmos) was undistinguished (i. e. was a chaos).

Only through „name and form^' is it distinguished, so that (we say)

this one has such and such a name and such and such a form.' To

loose ,name and form' is to loose individuality; cf. Mu. Up. iii. 2. 5

Pr. Up. VI. 5. Thus to distinguish anything by name and form means

to make individual things out of it. Then we see in the Upanisads

that the activity of creation or of evolving many out of one, is gene-

rally preceded by a resolve on the part of the Creator, expressing

itself in words like. ,1 shall be many' ,1 shall create worlds' cf. Ait.

Up. I. 1. 3, III. 1, Tait. Up. II. 6. Ch. Up. vi. 2. 3 & 4, Br. Up. i. 2.

1 and 4 and several other places. Compare also how in Ch. Up. vii. 4

a series of resolves (samkalpa) brings the whole order of the world

into existence.^ Thus in our text also the act of distinguishing the

mass of light, water and food by ,name and form' is begun with

a resolve on the part of the Divinity to do so. Then we have in the

fourth section ,In fire the red form (colour) is the form of light, the

white form is the form of water, the black form is the form of food.

^ Cf. RgVeda x. 129. 4. ,First of all arose in him (the First born) desire,

which was the first seed of mind. It was the bond between non-being and being.'

In Brahmanas too Prajapati first wishes and then creates.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 25

The „fire-hoo(i" of fire vanishes „beginning with speech, modification,

name." The truth is that it is the three forms (viz. of light, water and

food).' The same thing is then said of the sun, the moon, and the

lightening, viz. ,their red form is the form of light, the white of water,

the black of food. The „sunhood" etc. of the sun etc. vanishes „beginn-

ing with speech, modification, name". The truth is that they are the

three forms/ These passages obviously teach (as is clearly expressed

in the next two following sentences) that all individual things like

fire, sun etc, are made out of light, water and food, just as the follow-

ing section teaches that all the constituents of man are made up of

the same three elements. Apart from these elements, the individual

things vanish. But we have seen how the individual things were

made out of these three elements. Firstly there was a resolve by the

Divinity and then they were given names and forms. This is, it seems

to me, what is implied by the expression ,beginning with speech,

modification, name^ For instance, when it is said in 4. that fire has

,beginning with speech, a modification, a name', it means, I think,

that the making of fire out of the three elements was begun with

a resolve by the Divinity expressing itself in speech ,1 shall distinguish

by name and form' (ydcarambhanam) ;
then it was actually accomplished

by the Divinity giving a particular name {ndma = ndmadheya) and a

particular form (rupa = vikdra). If this interpretation be right, the

meaning of 4. 1— 4 is that fire, sun etc. are nothing but fight, water

and food, only they have received a different name and a different

form by the wish of the Divinity. But there is not the least ground

to suppose that this receiving of a different ,name and form' is unreal.

On the contrary it is expressly stated in 3. 3 that the Divinity did

distinguish by ,name and form' (cf.
x 105 f.). Applying this reasoning

to the illustrations in 1. 4— 6, the meaning e. g. in the first case,

would be : by knowing one clod of clay, all things made of clay

(jars, plates etc.) are known, because they (i.
e. jars etc.) have their

beginning in a resolve (e. g. by a potter) and have a different name

and a different form. But the truth is that they in substance are

all clay.
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26 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

Hence the Satkdryavdda. that is based on this passage in the

Ch. Up., can only mean that an effect (or an effected thing) is the

same as the cause (or the causal substance) with a different name

and in a different form. And this is exactly what R. understands by
it (Ved. Saing. p. 53). He understands the expression vdcdrambhanani

vikdro ndmadheyam in a slightly different way from the one I have

indicated above, dramhhanam he says, is the same as dlamhhanam =
touch; and vdcd he explains by vdkpurvakena vyavahdrena hetund=
for the sake of that, which is preceeded by speech, viz. vyavahdra

i. e. ,practical use'. So that according to him the expression means

,in order to be of practical use (the causal substance) touches
(i.

e.

assumes) a particular name and a particular form^ (p. 342). But accord-

ing to him the effects are real and they are produced by the same

substance assuming different forms (Ved. Sarng. p. 53).

The tenet of the Satkdryavdda, according to R., is :
— ,An

effect is the same as the cause, which has attained to a different

condition' (p. 187) or as he expresses on p. 355 ,The causal substance

in a different condition is the effect'. Between the cause and its

effect there is oneness as far as the substance is concerned, and there

is difference as far as the qualities and the form are concerned. But

this difference there must be, ,or else these relation between cause

and effect would be unknown' (p. 275). The cause and effect may
have common attributes (sdlaksanya), for instance in gold (the cause)

and ear-ring (the effect), where the characteristics of gold are seen in

both. But this is not necessary. The cause and effect can have dif-

ferent attributes (vailaksanya)] for instance ,cowdung (the cause)

and scorpions (the effect)' or ,honey and worms'. But still the same

substance must be present in both, e. g. the constituent element
,
earth'

that was present in cowdung is present in the scorpion (pp. 355 & 56,

p. 277). The VaUesika school does not admit the Satkdryavdda on

the grounds that cause and effect (e. g. clay and jar, or threads

^ In Ved. Sang. (p. 53) the expression is explained as meaning ,The same

substance is „touched" by a different usage vyavahdra a different form and a dif-

ferent name'.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 27

and cloth) are objects of different ideas (buddhi)^ are indicated by

different words (sahda), are used for different purposes (karya), come

into existence at different times (kdla), have different forms {akdrd)

and different number {samkhya). Further in order to change the

cause into the effect the activity of an agent is necessary (p. 306).

But R. says that by admitting that the cause and effect have different

states (avasthd) or different shapes (samsthdna) all these differences

(viz. of idea, word etc.) as well as the activity of the agent can be

accounted for (p. 344); and therefore it is unreasonable to assume a

change of the substance, of which we know nothing (p. 356). To the

objection, ,that by admitting that a non-existing state is originated

(viz. in the effect) he contradicts Satkdryavdda', R. answers ,the states

are incapable of being apprehended and handled apart from the

substance to which they belong (and hence they cannot be said to

be originated); what originates etc. is that which possesses the states

(i.
e. the substance)'. But as explained above

,origination' is a par-

ticular state of the ever-existing substance. Thus ,even if we admit

„ origination", the Satkdryavada is not contradicted' (p. 345).

Thus we see that creation in its usual sense, i. e. creation out

of nothing, is rejected by R. as inconceivable. But in Sutra i. 1. 2

Brahman is described as the cause from which the world proceeds.

In what sense then does the world proceed from B.? Are we to

understand that matter exists by the side of B. and that B. only

shapes the world out of it? In other words, are we to understand

that the material cause of the world is outside of B. and that B.

is only its efficient cause? To this question R.'s answer is decidedly

in the negative. B. is at once the material as well as the efficient

cause (Sutras i. 4. 23 ff. Ved. Sairig. p. 55 f. Gita xm. 2).

R, emphatically rejects the existence of matter {Pradhdna or

Prakrti) and of individual souls independent of B. In the beginning

there was B. one only, ivithout a second. Here lies the point of dis-

agreement between him and the Samkhya philosophy, though with

the details of that system R. agrees (pp. 85 & 99). Thus for instance,

in Su. II. 3. 9 he describes the world as comprising ,Avyakta, Mahat,
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28 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

Ahamkara, tanmatras, indriyas^ sky, air etc/ (cf. also Ved. Samg. p. 110).

Then he says (p, 140) ,the (soul) by erroneously imputing to himself

the attributes of Prakrti, becomes the cause of the modifications of the

latter^ Also the order of evolution, accepted by R., is almost the same

as that of Samkhya (Sti. ii. 3. 15). The Prakrti is said to possess the

three Gunas. (Gita xiv. 5; p. xii. 82, p. 190). Then he agrees with

Sanikhya in admitting the existence of many Purusas; and in this

point he thinks the Samkhya is more reasonable than the Vedantic

schools of absolute non-dualism (Sainkara, Bhaskara etc.); the latter,

he says, are beset with the same difficulties as the Samkhya, but as

they moreover deny the plurality of souls, they make themselves all

the more absurd (p. 410 f.).
The difficulties which, according to R.,

the Samkhya cannot solve, are that, in as much as the Prakrti (matter)

is unconscious (jada) and the Purusas are eternally without activity

and without change, and thus as there is no conscious operating

cause, the periodical origination {srsti) and dissolution (pralaya) of

the world cannot be properly explained; nor could the suffering and

release of the Purusas be accounted for (Su. ii. 1. 10 and ii. 2. 1— 9).

But R. has not made an attempt to show by arguments why
the view, that B. acts from out-side on an eternally and independently

existing Prakrti and thus produces the world, is unreasonable. In

Su. I. 4. 23 and ii. 1. 3, where he refutes the theistic Samkhya and

Yoga, which hold this view, he only says that such a view contra-

dicts the teachings of the sruti. And ,in supersensuous matters the

Scriptures are the only authority, and reasoning is to be used only

to confirm it' (p. 289). The Scriptures emphatically reject any duality

of principles previous to the creation. Cf. Ait. Up. i. 1, Ch. Up. vi. 2. 1

Br. Up. I. 4. 11 & 17 etc., where it is said ,in the beginning all this

was Brahman (also called Atman [Self], Sat [Being]), one only'] the

Chandogya Upanisad adds further ,without a second^, which, R. says,

is intended to negative the existence of any ,operating cause' besides

this ,one Being' (p. ix. 312, x. 362). In the accounts of creation in

Ch. Up. VI. 2, and Tait. Up. ii. 6 we have ,It (i. e. Brahman) thought,

I shall be many'. Which, R. remarks, shows that B. makes the world
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 29

out of itself (Su. I. 4. 24, p. 194); or, as in explaining Tait, Up. ii. 7

he says, B. is both the object and the agent in the act of creation

(Su. I. 4. 26, p. 195).

These texts, as well as the text of the Satkaryavdda, viz. ,by

knowing one, everything is known' (Ch. Up, vi. 1. 3. Br. Up. ii. 4. 5),

preclude us from accepting the existence of anything apart from

Brahman. In other words B. is not only the efficient but also the

material cause of world. But this according to the Satkaryavdda would

mean that B., the cause, is the same as the world, the effect; only it

has assumed another state. Such a conclusion is further confirmed by

several Upanisad-texts, e. g. Ch. Up. iii. 14. 1, vii. 25. 2, Br. Up. ii. 4. 6,

Mai. Up. IV. 6 etc., which declare that this world is Brahman. Several

texts again negative all plurality : cf. Br. ii. 4. 6, iv. 4. 19 etc.

But we know that the world comprises Souls, who are merged

in ignorance and suffering, and matter, which is without consciousness

and always changing. Now if the world be the same as Brahman,

the suffering of the individual souls and the unconsciousness of matter

will have to be attributed to B., a conclusion which, of course, cannot

possibly be accepted (cf. p. 365, Su. ii. 1. 23). ^amkara avoids such a

conclusion by declaring that the only reahty is Brahman, which is

nothing but eternally undifferentiated, objectless consciousness, and

that all plurality of things and individual souls is nothing but illusion.

But such a slap- dash method is not only revolting to all human ex-

perience, not only is it involved in a mesh of inner contradictions,

which R. has again and again clearly pointed out; but also it is in

direct opposition to by far the greater
—

nearly the whole mass of

the teachings of the Upanisads, which Samkara escapes only by brand-

ing them with the name of ,lower knowledge' (apard vidyd). But

R. says that if we rightly grasp the relation between the world and

B. as taught by the Upanisads, we shall see that the transformation

into the world not only leaves it free from all evils, but brings un-

alloyed glory to it (p. xii. 483, p. 196 etc.).

,A11 Upanisads' says R. ,teach that the entire world, whether

in a gross state on in a subtle one, and comprising both souls and
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30 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

matter, is the body of B.' (p. 284). Compare the Antaryami-Brahmana

(Br. Up. III. 7) where it is taught that earth, water, fire, sky, air,

heaven, sun, the regions, moon and stars, space, darkness, Hght, all

elements, breath, speech, eye, ear, mind, skin, knowledge, and semen

are the body of Brahman and are controlled by it from within. The

Mddhyandina recension reads ,souP in the place of ,knowledge' and

adds
,worlds, sacrifices and Vedas' to the list. The parallel passage

in the Subala Up. adds further ,buddhi, ahamkara, citta, avyakta,

aksara, and lastly deaths Thus we see that according to these texts

all gross elements, all the parts of the soul's psychological apparatus,

the souls themselves (see Su. i. 2. 21, p. xm. 125), Vedas, ceremonies,

and the subtler elements^ all are said to be the body of B. in so

far as they are controlled by it from within. Compare also Ch. Up.
VI. 8. 7 ,all this (world) has this (viz. Brahman) for its Soul^; Tait.

Ar. III. 24. ,Entered within, the controller of beings, the Soul of all'.

In the accounts of creation (Ch. Up. vi. 2 f. Br. Up. i. 4. Tait. Up.

II. 6 etc.) it is said that Brahman entered the whole world before dis-

tinguishing it into individual things. In the Tait. passage (ii. 6) it is

expressly stated, (according to R.'s interpretation, p. xi. 533), that

B. entered the material things {acetand) as also the individual souls;

(cf. especially vijndnam avijndnam ca). There are again various places

like Mu. Up. II. 1. 4, Ch. Up. v. 18, where the whole universe is de-

clared to be the body of B., and B. the soul of everything, in whom

everything is woven like warp and woof (Br. Up. iii. 8).

But how is the relation between body and soul to be understood?

By ,body' R. says, is not necessarily meant something that has a

particular shape^ or that depends on breath for its existence, or that

possesses organs of sense, or that is the cause of giving pleasure or

pain (p. 284
f.).

As implied in the Antaryami-brdhmana (,controls

from within') R. defines ,body' as ,any substance which a conscious

being (cetana) completely controls and supports for its own purpose

and whose only nature consists in being subservient to the conscious

being' (p. 286). ,The whole world with its souls and matter is the

body of Brahman, because it is completely controlled and supported
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 31

by Brahman and has the only nature of being subservient to it.'

Taken in this sense the world is more properly a ,body' to Brahman

than our body is to us; because ,in diseases etc. our controlling power

is met with obstructions' (p. 286).

One or two things deserve to be noticed in connection with this

conception of Brahman having the world for its body.

Firstly what it does not mean :
— Connection with a body is

generally held to be undesirable, because it is the cause of pain and

suffering and hmits the soul's natural powers of knowledge (p. 297).

But having the world for its body does not cause B. any suffering.

Because, R, explains, ,it is not the connection with a body as such

that causes a soul to suffer pain or pleasure; pain and pleasure are

the consequences of his past karman. But B. is entirely free from

Tcarman'
(xii.

582 and p. 298). Therefore there is not the least pos-

sible occasion for it to suffer pain. On the contrary as it shows its

wonderful controlhng-power it adds to its glory. Then we have not

to understand that, because all the things in this world are a ,body'

to B., therefore they are its ,form' {^ru'pa), just as the body of an

individual soul is its form. B. is in the things but remains in them

,as it were' without a form {ruparahitatulyam eva). Because it is B.

who brings about
,
names and forms' and hence it is above them

(p. 676). But this must not be understood to mean that B. has no

form (rupa) whatsoever. On the contrary in accordance with Ch. Up.

I. 6. 6, bv. Up. in. 8, Gita viii. 9 etc., R. distinctly says that B. has a

wonderful divine form, possessing eternal, unsurpassable and infinite

lustre, beauty, fragrance, tenderness, charm, youth and so on. (p. xii. 82).

But it is not the result of Karman, nor is it made of matter (Prakrti).

And when B. incarnates itself, as it in its compassion often does

(Gaud. Ka. iii. 24, Mu. Up. ii. 2. 6, Gita iv. 5) in order to show fa-

vour to its devotees, it transforms this very form into that of a ce-

lestial being (deva), man etc., without at the same time abandoning

its characteristic nature (xiii. 354, Gita iv. 6).

Secondly we have to note what this conception of the world

as ,body^ of B. implies. According to the definition of ,body' given
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32 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

above, its essence consists in being subservient to the soul embodied

in it. This means that a body cannot have an existence independent

of the soul. Just as class characteristics (jdti) cannot exist independent

of an individual of the class, or just as a quality cannot exist in-

dependent of the substance which it quaHfies, so a body cannot exist

independent of the soul embodied in it. The connection between the

soul and body is not like that between a man and his walking-stick

or his ear-ring. Because the walking-stick or the ear-ring can exist

independently of the man, but the body cannot. On this account body

is nothing more than a ,mode^^ prakara of the soul. That ,body' is

a ,mode' of the soul, just as a quality or generic characteristics are

modes of a substance, is seen from the following facts :
—

,1) The

soul is the only substrate of the body, because when the soul departs,

the body perishes. 2) the soul is the only final cause (prayojana)

of the body, because the body exists only to give pleasure, pain etc. to

the soul. 3) The body is known only as a distinguishing attribute

(visesana) of the soul. Because all souls being alike, the distinction

between them as a man or a woman, or as a celestial or a human

being or an animal, can only belong to the bodies they occupy^

Now just as the word ,cow' (which is only a generic name)

implies the idea of an individual in whom the class- characteristics

of a cow inhere*, or just as the word
,
white' implies the idea of a thing

possessing the white colour; so the word indicating a body (a celestial

being [deva], man, cow etc.) implies the idea of the soul embodying it.

We may use the word ,body' independently, but we use it just as

we may use
,
whiteness' ,cow-ness' etc. i. e. only through abstraction

(niskarmka)-, but primarily the world ,body' has its meaning only

in reference to the soul embodied in it. And as a matter of fact in

our daily life, as well as in the Veda, words denoting only bodies

are used to denote the souls in them as well. For instance we say

,a particular soul has been born a man or a woman'; where man

^ R. explains what he understands by ,mode' thus :
— ,when we say „this

is such", the idea conveyed by „such" is a mode of the thing expressed by „this"

in so far as it can exist only relative to it' (p. xi. .535).
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 33

or woman denote the soul occupying the man's or woman's body.

This usage is perfectly justifiable, because the bodies are merely

the ^modes' of the souls; and where one term expresses a ,mode^

belonging to a thing expressed by another term, the two terms can

stand in Samanadhikaranya (i. e. in apposition with each other, or

one can here say, ,in the relation of subject and predicate'). For

instance we say ,Khan(Ja is an ox', where the term ,ox' expresses

class characteristics and therefore is a ,mode' of ,Khanda' which is

the name of a particular ox; or we say ,the cloth is white, where

white' being a quality is a ,mode' of cloth. Similarly it is quite right

to say ,the soul is a man', where ,man' denotes a body and there-

fore is a ,mode' of the soul embodied in it (pp. x. 257— 264, xi. 534—
538. Ved. Saipg. pp. 107—110).

Now we have seen that the Upanisads teach us that the entire

world is the body of Brahman, who is its Soul. According to what has

been just said, this means that the world and all things in
it,

whether

physical or psychical, can exist only as
,
modes' of B. It is only as

,body' of B, that the world derives its reality (vastutva). Hence all

words denoting the things in this world must at the same time sig-

nify B., in so far as it has these things for its ,body' or ,modes'

(x, 217). ,For instance words hke „cow", „horse" „man" etc., though

they denote shapes only, imply the bodies in which these shapes in-

here and to whom they are therefore related as „modes"; but these

bodies imply the individual souls whose „modes" they are; and at

last these souls imply B., because they exist only as its „modes".^

In this way it will be seen that all words in the end express
^ This illustration shows that according to R. there is strictly speaking only

one
,
Substance' viz. B. Individual souls are

,
modes' of B. and matter is mode of

individual souls, just as class-characteristics, qualities (colour, taste etc.) etc. are

,modes' of matter. In what sense matter or material bodies are ,modes' of souls

will be seen below.

This doctrine of one Substance having everything in the world for its ,modes'

sounds like that of Spinoza; but it should be remembered that the ,modes' here

are not related to the Substance in an analytical and logical way, as Spinoza thinks,

but possess a real existence of their own, though entirely controlled by and dependent

on the .Substance'.

3
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34 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

Brahman,^ and therefore can in their primary sense be used as predi-

cates of B.' (p. XI. 537^ Ved. Samg. p. 30). In other words we are justi-

fied in saying that anything whatsoever is B. It is in this sense that

the expression ,all this is B.' (Ch. Up. iii. 14. 1, Br. Up. ii. 4. 6 etc.) is

to be understood. ,A11 this' viz. the world is B., in so far as it is

the ,body^ or ,mode' of B. The world is one with B., not because

it is B, in itself (svarupena), but because B. is the SouP and the

world the Body (Ved. Samg. p. 33). As explained above the unity

between the world and B. is like the unity between a quality and

the thing it qualifies. The world is B. because it can exist only

as ,mode' of B., i. e. apart from B. it can have no existence. To

affirm this kind of unity is the purpose of the texts which deny the

existence of plurality (Br. Up. n. 4. 6, iv. 4. 19 etc.). They do not, on

the other hand, deny that plurality which is brought about in B. by

its own resolve ,may I be many' (Ch. Up. vi. 2. 3) (p. ix. 371
f.).

The same reasoning is to be applied in order to understand the

meaning of the celebrated Upanisad formula ,tat tvam asi' (thou art

that). In this sentence both ,thou' and jthat' signify B.; ,that' signi-

fies B. as the cause of the entire world, and ,thou' signifies B. in

so far as it controls from within and hence has ,thou', i. e. this

particular individual soul, for its body (x. 204, xi. 479, Ved. Samg. 32,

Gita XIII. 2) , „Thou" apparently denotes an individual soul, but a soul

being the „body" of B. is only its „mode" and therefore incapable

of existing and acting apart from
it,

and so it denotes B. as well'.

(Ved. Samg. p. 35). Thus while the soul is a ,mode' of B., and while,

as explained above, a ,mode' can stand in samanadhikaranya (i.
e.

in the relation of predicate to subject) with the substance to which

it belongs, an individual soul can stand in samanadhikaranya with B.
;

^ For this reason, R. says, the science of etymology is completed only after

knowing Vedanta (Ved. Sang. p. 38).
* Cf. Tait. Up. II. 6. ,Having created all this, he entered it; and having

entered it, he became „Sat" and „tyat".' It is through entering i. e. by being

the soul, that B. becomes the world.

Compare Br. Up. i. 5. 21 as an illustration of this way of thinking. See the

note below.
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Teachings op Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 35

in other words we can predicate B. of an individual soul and say

,thou (i.
e. a particular soul) art B/ (x. 266 i. Ved. Saipg. p. 110).

The sentence ,thou art that' teaches, it is argued by the absolute

non-dualists, that the individual soul is B. and nothing but B. There

can be no difference between the two; or else their being placed in

samanddhikaranya would have no meaning. When two words are

placed in this relation, they are me^nt to convey the sense of unity;

and in order to grasp this unity we must ignore the special character-

istics of the two. Thus when it is said ,This is that Devadatta', in

order that we may understand the unity between the subject and

the predicate, we must altogether ignore ,this-ness' and ,that-ness'

from the two respectively, so that the idea conveyed by the sentence

is Devadatta, and Devadatta alone. If we do not give up ,this-ness'

and ,that-ness' the subject and the predicate would be different and

thus there would arise contradiction between the two, and the sentence

would be meaningless. Similarly in the sentence ,thou art that' the

distinctions of ,thou' and ,that' are to be ignored; they are false

distinctions, products of nescience; the truth that the sentence teaches

us, is that there is nothing but pure B., B. without any distinctions

(Ved. Safig. 43).

Against such a view R. answers, that the very fact that the

individual soul and B. are placed in sdmdnddhikaranya (i.
e. as

subject and predicate), presupposes some difference between the two;

that if the special distinctions conveyed by the words are to be ig-

nored, and if the object be merely to convey the idea of a purely

undistinguished thing, no reason is left for employing several words;

only one word could do it. Thus the raison d'etre for sdmdnddhi-

karanya vanishes (pp. xi. 415, x. 205, Ved. Samg. p. 44). But if sd-

mdnddhikaranya is expressed, there must be some purpose in em-

ploying the different words, and hence their special meanings must

not be ignored. Of course as the words stand in sdmdnddhikaranya

they must refer to one and the same thing; i. e. a unity must underlie

the differences expressed by the words. Hence the words in a

sdmdnddhikaranya express different
,
modes' of one and the same
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substance (x. 205, xi. 411). If the distinctions conveyed by the

different words were incapable of being combined in the same thing,

we could comprehend no unity between them, so that they cannot

be used in sdmdnddhikaranya. Thus we cannot say ,a jar is a cloth',

because the class-characteristics of a jar and those of a cloth exclude

each other. But we can say ,the lotus is blue'; because the class-

characteristics of a lotus can iphere in the same substance along

with the quality of ,blueness' (p. xi. 414). Hence what sdmanddhika-

ranya requires is that the terms should express ,modes' of the same

substance (x. 258, Ved.Samg. p. 44). But if there be no difference of

,modes', there can be no sdmdnddhikaranya (xi. 415, x. 205). Hence

the sentence ,thou are that' must express and expresses ,modes' of B.

(x. 210). Thus the sentence instead of denoting the absolutely non-

differentiated unity of B., on the contrary teaches that B. has distinct

characteristics (x. 203
f.). Such an explanation of the sentence, R. says,

can alone be in agreement with the teachings of the whole section

(Ch. Up. VI. 1— 8). Here it is taught that B. (called Sat) having

formed a resolve of ,becoming many', created hght, light created

water, and water created food. Then it is explained that everything

in the world, including the constituents of man, are made out of these

three elements. Then in vi. 8 it is told that ,food' has its source in

,water^, ,water' in ,light', and jlighf^ in ,Sat', i. e. in B. The whole

teaching is then summarised in the sentence ,all creatures have their

source in Sat, their home in Sat, their support in Sat'. Then comes the

conclusion ,all this
(i.

e. the world) has this (i.e. Sat, or B.) for its soul;

that is real
;
that is the Soul

;
thou art that, oh J^vetaketu'. R. says, that

the great truth which this section wants to teach is, that ,the world

has B. for its soul' (p. x. 211) and that of this truth, ,thou art that' is

only a special case, an illustration^ (p.x. 217, p. 349 Ved. Saftg, p. 32).

^ This way of mentioning that the soul of the world is also the soul of the

individual souls is common in the Upani§ads. Compare e.g. the Antarydmin-brdhmana,

where the soul and controller of the earth etc. is everytime said to be thy soul and

controller (also cf. Ch. Up. in. 4. Br. Up. in. 4 & 5, Kau. Up. iii. 9 etc.). In this con-

nexion R. points out that in the expression ,thy soul', ,my soul', the words ,thy' and
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 37

It is in this way that B. is the cause of the sustenance of the

world. B. sustains the world because it is the Soul of the world and

apart from
it^ the world cannot exist. ,To be dependent on and be

controlled by the Supreme Person is the eternal and essential nature

of everything' (Su. ii. 4, 14. p. 602). But the world will not remain

for ever in its present state, nor has it been so from eternity. In

common with all the schools of Indian Philosophy, R. believes in

repeated creations^ and dissolutions of the world. ,The stream of

creation is without beginning' (p. 384). At the end of each ,Ealpa'

(i.
e. a world-period) the world is dissolved, the "grosser substances

dissolve themselves into subtler ones, till at last ultra-subtle matter,

called jdarkness' (tamas^) is alone left. This so-called
,
darkness' too

is related to B. as its ,body', but is so extremely subtle that it does

not deserve to have a separate designation (p. 197) and is as it were

non-existing (asatkalpa) (p. 202). When the world is in this state,

B. is said to be, as in Ch. Up. vi. 2. 1, ,One only, without a second'

(p. 190). But even in this state of non-separation, the souls together

with matter, both reduced to extremely subtle condition, exist as

body of B. (p. 366) ,The „darkness" does not get altogether lost in B.,

but becomes one with it (eklbhavati) and is no more distinguished by

.,names and forms"' (p. 191, cf. also Br. Up. i. 4. 7). ,But only when the

world is distinguished by ,names and forms' has it the attribute of

existence, and when this distinction vanishes the world has the attribute

of non-existence^'
(i.

e. the world can be said not to exist) (p. 358).

,my' denote the individual soul and therefore ,thy soul' and ,niy soul' i. e. the soul

of the individual soul is B. — a distinction, which, if one bears in mind, will save

one to a great extent from misunderstanding the spirit of the Upanisads.
^ This belief does not seem to be known to the Brahmanas or to the earlier

Upanisads. RigVeda vi. 48. 22 seems expressly to deny it; though x. 190. 3. implies

it. It is mentioned also in Ath. Veda x. 8. 39 & 40. And several passages in Svet. Up.

show that at its time this belief was commonly accepted.
2 In the Subala Up. Cf. also RigVeda x. 129. 3 Svet. Up. iv. 18 Manu i. 5.

According to another passage in the Sub. Up. this state is also called ,death'

(p. 199).
^ As remarked on p. 6, existence and non- existence are to be considered

only as attributes of a permanent substance.
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38 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

jThus B., which is „one only, without a second", in so far as

it has for its body only extremely subtle matter and souls, which

have become one with it and do not deserve a separate designation,

forms a resolve to become many and transforms itself into the world

in a gross state, distinguished by names and forms' (p. 201). ,In all

conditions B. has souls and matter for its „body". When they are

in a subtle condition, B. is „cause", and when they are in a gross

condition the same B. is effect and called the world' (p. 366). ,Thus

the effect, viz. the world, is non-different from the cause, viz. B.'

(p. 349). ,When there is no distinction of „names and forms", B. is

„one" and „cause"; and when there is, it is many and effect'

(p. 190). ,When B. is in causal state, the world is in the state of

dissolution^ (Natura naturans), when B. is in effected state, the world

is in the state of creation {Natura naturata)' (Ved. Sang. p. 115).

It is in this sense that we have to understand that B. is both

the material and the efficient cause of the world. Not only matter

and souls are body of B., and hence incapable of existing independ-

ently of
it,

but before creation they exist in so subtle a condition

that they may be said to be non-existing. Then at creation B. who

is ,one without a second', transforms itself into this wonderful world

of matter and souls (p. 202).

In the Sutras this relation of B. to world is compared to that

of threads to cloth
(ii.

1. 19) and to that of wind to the five pra-

nas^
(ii.

1. 20). Further to show that B. transforms itself into the

world without using any instruments, the creation is compared to the

turning of milk into curd (Su. ii. 1. 24). To the objection, that B.

being without parts (niravaya) and without instruments, we cannot

conceive how it could create the world, R. answers that the scrip-

tures tell us that B. possesses all wonderful powers and therefore

it is not impossible for it to do so (Sti. ii. 1. 27 & 31).

But though B. has thus a causal state and an effected state,

,we have not to understand that B. undergoes changes like clay or

^ In this state the world exists only potentially {Saktimatrd-'vaSesam) p. 19.

2 See below p. 63.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 39

gold^, i. e., the world is not made of B., just as pots are made of

clay or ornaments are made of gold (p. 300). In its causal state B.

has for its body the world in an extremely subtle condition; but

when the time of creation comes, B. transforms it into the world in

a gross state, when matter undergoes various essential changes and

the souls too undergo a kind of change ;

^ but B. remains always the

same, all changes being precluded from its nature. But all the same

B, assumes a different state, because while it had first the world in

its subtle state for its ,body', now it has the world in its gross

state for its body. Thus the change, which consists merely in the

assumption of a state different from the causal one, is common to B.

and souls and matter' (p. 530 & 531). And we have seen that a

cause in a different state is its effect. Hence B. can pass from its

causal state into an effected state without at the same time under-

going any changes in itself (Gita 212). ,The Supreme Soul is in an

effected state (kdryatva) in that sense only that it controls and hence

is the soul of matter and souls in their gross state; but just for this

reason, viz. that He is their controller and soul. He is not touched

by the weakness (apuru^drtha) of the souls and the transmutations

of matter. In possession of unlimited knowledge and bliss etc. he for

ever abides in His uniform nature, engaged in the sport of making

the world go round' (p. 203). ,Because the imperfections adhering

to the body do not touch the soul and the qualities of the soul do

not extend to the body. For instance in the case of embodied

beings (celestial beings, men etc.), childhood, youth, old age belong to

the body and not to the soul, and knowledge, pleasure etc. belong to

the soul and not to the body' (p. 283). ,Just as in a particoloured

cloth made of a mass of white, black and red threads, whiteness etc.

is seen only in those pai'ts where those particular threads are; and

hence in the effected state
(i.

e. in the cloth) there is no intermingl-

ing (of the natures of threads), just as there was none in the causal

state
(i. e. in the mass of threads) ; similarly though the world is

^ See below p. 47.
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40 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

made of the aggregation of souls, matter, and the Lord, still in its

effected state there is no intermingling of their respective character-

istics, viz. beiflg a sufferer (souls), being the object of suffering

(matter), being the controller (Lord). But there is this difference :

the threads are capable of existing separately and therefore they

have causal and effected states only when they are incidentally

brought together by the will of some person. But individual souls

and matter are in all their conditions the „body" of the Supreme

Person and possess reality only as His „modes"; therefore the Su-

preme Person Himself is both cause and effect; all words always

denote Him alone. But as far as differences of nature and the

absence of their intermingling is concerned, there is similarity' (Gita,

pp. 211—212).

Thus by understanding the chief teaching of the Upanisads,

that B. is the soul of the entire world, to mean that the Avorld has

existence only as ,mode* of B., R. can say that there exists B. alone,

and at the same time say that the world of plurality exists as well;^

he can say that the world and the individual souls are B., and at

the same time affirm that the world and souls are different from it;

further he can say that B. is both the material and the efficient

cause of the world, and accepting the text of the Satkdryavdda say

that the cause viz. B. is now different from the effect, viz. the world,

and at the same time assert that B. is eternally in possession of un-

limited knowledge, bliss etc., while suffering and transmutations are

the lot of the souls and matter. In this way he can accept and

harmonize the whole mass of seemingly contradicting Upanisad-texts

without calling the greater part of them ,apard vidyd' (lower know-

ledge) (p. 366, Ved. Samg. pp. 131—34).

The next principle Upanisad-text that comes in consideration

in ascertaining the nature of B. is Tait. Up. ii. 1. ,Existence, know-

ledge, infinite is B.' ,This text describes that nature of B., which

^ Hence R.'s system is known by the name of ViSiftadvaila, i. e. modified

monism.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 41

distinguishes it from everything else. Here the term „ existence" ex-

presses that B. has unconditioned existence, and so distinguishes it

from matter and souls still implicated in matter; because as both

undergo changes of states called by different names, they have no

unconditioned existence. The term „knowledge" expresses the eter-

nally non-contracted and uniform knowledge of B.
;
and so disting-

uishes it from the souls that have attained final release, because their

knowledge was at one time contracted. Lastly the term „infinite"

expresses that B. is not limited by time, space or other things, and

as B. possesses qualities, the infinity belongs to its qualities as well

as to its essential nature (svarupa). This distinguishes B. from the

souls called ,^nityas^'^ (eternals), because their essential nature as

well as their qualities are limited' (p. x. 365).

The chief thing to be noted in connexion with this text is that

according to R. ,Existence etc' are attributes of B. and do not form

its essence; in other words B. has existence etc. and not, as the

non-dualists would say, B. is existence etc. ,It cannot be said that

B. is „mere existence" (sanmdtra)^ because existence is one element

(arriSa) of B., and this existence is besides „distinguished" (saviiesa)'

(p. 353). ,We say „a jar exists, a cloth exists" and thus we know

that existence is a predicate of substances, and therefore it cannot

itself be a substance or a cause' (p. 354). ,The same thing holds

good of „knowledge" as of „existence"; „knowledge or consciousness"

(anuhhutij jnana, avagati, sarrivid) is an attribute of a knowing sub-

ject and related to an object' (p. vm. 641, p. 440). ,We cannot pos-

sibly conceive of „knowledge" that is without a substrate
(i.

e. sub-

ject) or without an object' (ix. 48). ,Just as when there is no person

to cut and nothing to be cut, the act of cutting cannot take place,

so in the absence of connexion with „I" or „ego" no knowledge

^ R. does not refer to these ^nityan'- again. It seems from the commentary

that they mean souls who were never implicated in the state of transmigration

(samsdra), and consequently they had neither to undergo any changes nor was their

knowledge ever contracted. But being only individual souls they are both in size

and powers limited (i. e. they are minute [an?<] and do not possess powers of shap-

ing the world etc.).
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42 V. A. SUKHTANKAR,

can exist^^ (ix. 52). ,A knowing subject has „knowledge" for bis

essential nature and knowledge can inhere only in a knowing sub-

ject. Therefore the Upanisad texts, like the one in question, which

declare that „B. is knowledge", only mean that knowledge is the

essential nature of B. and not that „pure knowledge" is the only

reality' (p. ix. 314, x. 304). Besides the Upanisads say in several

places that B. is a knower: see Mu. Up. i. 1. 9, Svet. Up. vi. 8. 11,

Bj". Up. 11. 4. 14, and all the places where, as in the accounts of

creation, it is said ,B. thought' (p. ix. 314). Here it should be noted

that ,the ^knowledge" of B. is immediate, i. e. not dependent on the

organs of sense, because omniscience is its nature. It has direct in-

tuition (sdksdtkdra) of colour etc. and not a visual perception of

colour.' Cf Svet. Up. iii. 19 (p. xiii. 87 and 122). ^Further the know-

ledge of B. is always of the agreeable kind and therefore is of the

nature of bliss. Hence in the case of B. knowledge and bliss mean

one and the same thing. For this reason B. is also called „bliss"

(Tait. Up. III. 6, Br. Up. in. 9. 28), which means, not that B. is bliss,

but that it has bliss for its essential nature' (p. ix. 370).

Then when it is said that B. is infinite, i. e. not limited by

time, space or other things,^ we have not to understand, as the com-

mentary remarks (p. x. 402), that B. is spaceless and timeless and

that nothing besides it exists, but it means that it is omnipresent

and eternal, and that nothing exists independent of it. ,For Upa-

nisads teach that B. is all-pervading, cf. Svet. Up. in. 9, Mu. Up. i.

1. 6 etc' (p. 707). And when B. is said to be of minute size (e. g.

Ch. Up. in. 14. 3) or when it is said to reside in the heart of man

(e. g. Br. Up. IV. 4. 22) or when it is said to be of the size of a

thumb ^
{e.g. Ka. Up. iv. 12, vi. 17), it is intended only to enjoin

meditation on B. in this form (pp. xii. 580, xiii. 568, xiii. 637).

,Everywhere in Sruti and Smrti B. is taught to possess twofold

attributes (ubhayalinga) viz. l) total absence of any evils and 2) being

^ Hence as B. has knowledge, it is not without the sense of ,1' (p. ix. 209).

^ See last page.
^ Because man's heart is said to be of the size of a thumb (p. xiii. 638).
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Teachings of Vkdanta according to Ramanuja. 43

endowed with all the auspicious qualities (p. 672). Only these two

classes of attributes together can express the distinctive nature of B.

Because the individual souls too possess the (auspicious) qualities of

bliss etc.; but in their case these qualities are capable of being joined

to evils, but B. is by its very nature opposed to all evils. Hence

the possession of the auspicious qualities by B. must be thought of

as characterised by the absence of all evils (p. 783 f
).

The text

which R. chiefly refers to as illustrating at once both these classes of

B.'s qualities is Ch. Up. viii. 1. 5 ,This Soul
(i,

e. B.) is free from

evil, free from old age, free from death, free from grief, free from

hunger, free from thirst, whose wishes are realised, whose purposes

are reahsed'. ,Here the first part of the text denies of B. qualities

that are evil, and the last two terms assert those that are auspicious.

Similarly in other places only those quaHties are denied of B. which

are evil. Cf. Br. Up. iii. 8. 8, Mu. i. 1. 6, etc' (p. x 303). ,The quali-

ties are evil because they belong to the world formed of the indi-

vidual souls and matter' (p. 784, cf. p. ix 314), i. e. they belong

either to matter or to souls that are implicated in matter. Compare
for instance Br. Up. in. 8. 8 ,The wise call it

(i.
e. B.) the Imperish-

able (aksara). It is not large, not small, not short, not long, not red,

not oily, not shadowy, not dark, not made of air, not of sky, not

sticky, without taste, without smell, without eye, without ear, without

speech, without mind, without light, without breath, without pleasure,

without mouth, without measure, without inside, without outside; it

eats nothing'. After denying thus of B. qualities which matter gives

rise to (prdkrta),^ the text continues ,By the control of this Im-

perishable, sun and moon are held apart (i.
e. follow their respective

courses), by its control the earth and sky are held apart, by its con-

trol minutes, hours, days, nights, half-months, months, seasons, years

are held apart, by its control the rivers flow from the snowy mount-

ains to the east, to the west and in other directions'. Thus ,the

texts which say that B. is without (certain) qualities (iiirguna) deny

1
p. IX 314.
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44 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

of it only the undesirable qualities, and the texts which assert that

B. possesses (certain) qualities {saguna) attribute to it only the auspi-

cious qualities. Hence there is no contradiction between the two

kinds of texts and there is not the least reason to assume that the

subject of one of them is unreal^ (ix 317
f.).

In this sense we have

to understand another celebrated text from the Upanisads: ^neti, neti^

(not so, not so) (Br. Up. m. 9. 26; iv. 2. 4, 4. 22, 5. 15). ,The „so"

in „not so" refers to the attributes of the world, known without the

help of the Scriptures (i.
e. in ordinary ways), and therefore „not

so" expresses that the nature of B. is not like that of the world.

This interpretation is confirmed by the Avords which immediately

follow; for they deny only such attributes of B. as belong to the

world' (p. 803f). Similarly ,not so, not so' which occurs again in

another connection in Bj". Up. ii. 3. 6, the ,so' refers to the two forms

of B. described in that chapter and ,not so' denies that B. is limited

to them alone. This interpretation is confirmed by what follows: ,It

is „not so" because there is nothing greater than it. Its name is

„Reality of realities", the individual souls are realities, but it is their

Reality.' Thus ,not so' does not deny all attributes of B. The chapter

expressly teaches several attributes of B., which could not otherwise

be learnt, and if thereupon the ,not so, not so' were to deny them

all, it will be ,like the talking of a mad man' (Su. iii. 2. 21, p. 682
f.).

,The only way to attain to deathlessness (amrtatva) is the know-

ledge^ of the Supreme Person' (p. 156). ,But as B. cannot be known

by any ordinary means of knowledge, only the Scriptures can reveal

it to us' (p. X 431). ,But the Scriptures again and again insist on

declaring the glorious qualities of B. and thus show that they lay

special stress on them. And the Scriptures, which are thousand times

more loving than one's own parents, are not, like a cheat, capable

of teaching, with particular insistence, qualities
— not otherwise to

be known — which have no real existence and hence are to be dis-

regarded, and thus still more perplex men, who are already wearied

* For what R. understands here by ,knowledge' see below.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 45

by the cycle of transmigration and are anxious for release'^ (p. 803),

,For these reasons B. is to be apprehended as possessing infinite

number of auspicious quahties and hence it must be considered to

be characterised in two ways (i.
e. as free from all evils and endow-

ed with all blessings)' (Su. ni. 2. 25, p. 686). ;Nor is this possession

by B. of infinite auspicious qualities
—

knowledge, bliss etc. — to

be regarded as adventicious;^ it is essential and hence eternal'

(p. 353). ,The qualities of the infinite B. are also infinite, and there-

fore neither speech nor mind can grasp their extent (Tait. Up. ii. 4).

Hence those who believe that they know the limits of B., do not

know B. (Ke. Up. ii. 3), because B. is without limits' (p. ix 367).

I shall conclude this section by quoting the brief description of

B., which R. gives in the beginning of the fourth Pada of the first

chapter :
—

,B. is the object of that knowledge, which alone leads

to the highest good, viz. the final release; it is the cause of the ori-

gination etc. of the world; it is different in nature from matter and

from souls, whether bound or released, totally opposed to all evils,

all-knowing, all-powerful, capable of achieving all its purposes, pos-

sessing every kind of auspicious quality, the inward Soul of all,

possessing unrivalled glory' (p. 71).

2. Brahman as the Soul of the individual souls.

jSome Upanisad-texts declare that the souls are different from

B. and others declare that the two are non-different. In order that

both these classes of texts may be true in their primary (literal)

sense, the individual soul must be admitted to be a part {amid) of

B.' (p. 571); cf. Gita XV. 7, Ch. Up. iii. 12. 6. But by ,part' we have

not here to understand a part cut off from the whole (khanda). Be-

cause B. is indivisible and secondly B. being different in nature^

from the individual soul, the latter cannot be a part of the former

in this sense. ,The individual soul is a part of B. in the sense in

^
i. e. through Maya or Upadhis.

* vide supra p. 42 f.
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46 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

which the brightness of a luminous body is a part of that body; or

in the sense in which the generic characteristics of cow or horse

are parts of a cow or a horse; or whiteness or blackness are parts

of white or black things, or in the sense in which a body is a part

of a celestial being, man or other embodied beings. For a part

means any portion of a thing (ekavastvekadesa), and hence a dis-

tinguishing attribute is a part of a thing distinguished by it. Hence

in a distinguished thing we can discriminate between the distinguish-

ing part and the distinguished part. Therefore although the dis-

tinguishing attribute and the thing distinguished are related to each

other as part and whole, they are essentially different from each

other. In the same way although individual soul and B. are related

to each other as a distinguishing attribute and the thing distinguished

and hence as part and whole, they can still be essentially dif-

ferent. ... Hence all mention (in the Upanisads) of difference be-

tween B. and soul refers to the essential difference between B. as

the object distinguished and the soul as a distinguishing attribute.

But the mention of unity between the two is equally valid, because

a distinguishing attribute cannot exist apart from, and is bound to

the thing distinguished (Sti. u. 3. 45, p. 574 sq.). Thus we see that

by saying that individual soul is a part of B., R. means exactly the

same thing as when he says that B. is the Soul and the individual

soul the Body. The latter is only a ,mode' of the former.

As B. is the Soul of individual souls, B. exists together with

them in the different bodies. But this connexion with a body brings

suffering to the individual soul, because he is subject to karman

and must suffer what it brings to his lot; but B. being subject to

nothing, the same connexion not only leaves it free from any evils,

but on the contrary adds to its glory by manifesting its controlling

and governing power. Cf. Mu. Up. iii. 1. 1 (end of Sti. m. 2. 12 and

beginning of iii. 2. 13, p. 674).

,In the state of dissolution of the world the individual souls

abide as „body" of B. in an extremely subtle condition, devoid of

„name and form" and thus incapable of being designated as some-
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 47

thing different from B/ (p. 384). Then at the time of creation ,the

souls undergo a change which consists in the expansion of their

power of knowledge, so as to make them fit to suffer the fruits of

their past karman' (p. 531). In this sense ,the souls are an effect

of B/ (p. 142), jThus the souls have an effected state (kdryatva),

inasmuch as they undergo a change of state; but this change con-

sists only in the expansion of their power of knowledge. There is

no change in their essential nature' (p. 530). ^Changes as that of

clay into a pot are denied in the case of souls' (p. xi 586). ,Then

they are joined to different bodies, celestial, human etc. in accordance

with their karman. Thus the inequalities in the world being due to

the karman of the souls, B. is not exposed to the charge of cruelty'

(p. 383). In these bodies ,all the activities of the souls — from

thinking to winking of an eye
— are subject to their karman'

(p. XI 360).

But this karman is not to be considered as something indepen-

dent of B., so that it could, as the Samkhyas says, act of itself on

,matter' and so modify it that its products might correspond to the

deserts of the individual souls (p. 399). ,0n the contrary the nature

of karman is to be understood as follows :
— Our good and evil

karman pleases or displeases the Supreme Person, and their fruits,

viz. future pleasure or pain, depend on the favour or disfavour of

the Lord' (p. 400). ,It is only He — all-knowing, all-powerful, su-

premely generous
— who being pleased with our sacrifices, charities,

offerings etc., as well as with our worship, has the power to reward

us with enjoyment here or in the other world, as well as with final

release, karman on the other hand, which is unconscious and

transitory, is incapable of producing its fruit at a future time' ^

(p. 710). ,The Lord having prescribed that certain works are proper

and others improper, supplies all the individual souls with bodies,

^ R. rejects the existence of apurva or adrsta — the supposed invisible pro-

duct of an act which possesses the power to produce in due time the proper fruit

of the act — by calling it mere fancy {parikalpana) unauthorised by scriptures

(a.4ruta) p. 712 and p. 5.
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48 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

sense-organs etc., needed to perform their works, and with power to

employ them; reveals to them Scriptures teaching the rules of pro-

per conduct; and Himself enters within them as their inward Soul

and abides there to control and to „assent"'^ (p. 401).

Thus jthe individual souls depend entirely on B. for their activity'

(p. 563). ,The power which the souls exercise over their sense-organs

is dependent on the will of B.' (p. 602). ,B. is the intestinal fire

that digests the eaten food^ (p. xii 246, Gita xv. 14). ^Brahman is

the power with which all breathing creatures breathe their breath'

(p. 792), ,It is the source of all joy on the part of the individual

souls' (p. XI 586). ,Husband, wife, son etc. are dear to us, not be-

cause of our will nor of their will, but because of the will of B.'^

,The activities of the objects of senses, of the senses themselves, of

mind, of intellect, of the soul and of the body are all dependent on

the will of B.' (p. 75 sq.). ,Memory and perception, as well as their

loss, are worked by B.' (Gita xv. 15). ,It is by the will of the Su-

preme Person that an individual soul is either in the state of bondage

or of release. He hides ^ the true, essentially blessed nature of the

soul who has committed sins in his beginningless chain of karman'

(p. 657). ,It is He, who as the Inner Soul, brings about even the

spiritual worship (by means of which an individual soul can attain

release). Thus B. is not only the object to be attained by worship,

but is also the means of performing the worship itself (p. 78).

But this immanence of B. in the souls is not to be so construed

as to leave no room for freedom of action on their part. ,The souls

resting in B., and furnished by it with bodies and sense-organs as

well as with powers to use them, apply themselves of their own

accord and in accordance with their own wishes, to works

either good or evil' (p. 402). ,No action indeed is possible without

^ For the meaning of ,assent' see next page.
* This is the interpretation which R. puts on Br. Up. iv. 5. 6 (p. 159 sq.)

* The hiding of the soul's true nature takes place by its connexion with a

body in the
,
creation-state' of the world, and with subtle matter in its ,dissolution-

state' (p. 657).
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 49

the assent (anumati) of the Inner Soul; but in all actions there is

the volitional effort (pi'ayatna) made by the individual soul; and

the Supreme Soul, by giving His assent to
it, carrys out the action.^

For this reason the scriptural injunctions and prohibitions with regard

to conduct are not devoid of meaning' (Sq. ii. 3. 41, p. 563, Ved.

Saiig. p. 140). ,And also for the same reason the Lord cannot be

charged with arbitrariness for rewarding those who obey His com-

mands and punishing those who transgress them. Nor can He be

accused of being merciless. Because mercy shown to persons who

are given to transgressing the right rules of conduct, does no good;

on the contrary it produces weakness (apumstva). To chastise them

is in this case the right thing. For otherwise to punish one's enemies

would be a blamable act. By chastising the transgressors and by

not tolerating the infinite and unbearable sins gathered during the

endless ages, God Himself helps to increase happiness to the highest

degree' (p. 402.)

Just as individual souls are not without freedom to please or

displease the Supreme Person by their acts, so He too in His deal-

ings with them is not entirely bound by their karman. He can show

special favour or disfavour to them. ,When one is fully earnest in

his resolve to please God, God of His own accord engenders in his

mind love for virtuous actions, such as are means to attain to Him;

on the other hand, when one obstinately insists on displeasing God

by his acts; in order to punish him God engenders in him love for

actions that degrade him and oppose his attainment of Him' (p. 564,

Ved. Sang. p. 141 & 142). Cf. Kau. Up. iii. 9, Gita x. 10—11 & xvi.

19. When an individual soul attains to perfect realisation of B., it

gives highest pleasure to B., who, as we shall see in another chapter,

destroyes all the effects of his entire karman-^ and frees him com-

pletely from the round of transmigration (p. 930 sq.).

I shall conclude this section also by quoting a passage (p. 572)

in which R. expresses the relation of soul to God :
—

,The soul is

^ The individual soul only wills the action, but the power that carrys it

out is B.'s.

4
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50 V. A. SUKHTANKAR,

created by B., is controlled by it,
is its body, is subservient to it,

is supported by it, is reduced to the ,8ubtle' condition by it (viz.

in the ,dissolution-state' of the world), is a worshipper of it, and de-

pends on its grace for its welfare^

3. Brahman as the Soul of the material world.

Matter or Prakrti is thus characterised (p. 112) :
—

,Matter

is the substance out of which the whole world is made, which is the

means for the experience of pleasure and pain and for the final re-

lease ^ of the individual souls who are implicated in it from eternity,

and which is without consciousness^

Some passages in the Upanisads teach that the world is the

same as B., whereas there are others which teach that it is different

from B. In order that both these teachings may be equally true,

three explanations are suggested of the nature of the relation between

the world and B. Firstly, the difference between B. and the world

is like the difference between a snake coiled up and the same snake

lying at length, i. e. the difference lies only in the position or form

sanisthana (Sti. m. 2. 26, p. 688). Secondly, the relation between the

world and B. is like that between light and a luminous body;

i. e. the oneness between the two is only in so far as the class-

characteristics are concerned (Su. iii. 2. 27). Both these explanations

R. rejects as unsatisfactory, declaring himself in favour of the third,

according to which the material world is related to B. in the same

way as the individual souls are, viz. as part to whole, in the sense

that the world is a distinguishing attribute (visesana) and B. the ob-

ject distinguished (visista). B. and world are one, because an attri-

bute cannot exist independently of the thing distinguished by it; but

as an attribute is essentially different from the thing it distinguishes,

so is the world essentially different from B. (Su. in. 2. 28).

But matter is even more completely dependent on B. than the

souls. Because, as said above, the souls can will an action, though

^ Because the souls are in need of bodies in order to do the work that would

ultimately lead to their final release (p. 76).
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Teachings op Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 51

they i-equire the ,assent' of B. to carry it out. Further ,the past

actions (karman) of the souls regulate the formation of the world'

(p. 142). But matter, being unconscious, has no power of its own.

,Only with B. for its Soul can matter do its work. Otherwise it can

have neither different natures, nor different states, nor different acti-

vities' (p. 85). For instance the change of water into ice or of milk

into curd cannot take place if B. were not controlling it (Su. n. 2.

2, p. 398). The change of grass eaten by a cow into milk takes

place only because B. brings it about and not of its own power; for

the change does not take place when grass is eaten by a bull

(Su. 11. 2. 4, p. 404).

As explained above (p. 37) even in the
,
dissolution* state of the

world (pralaya) matter does not get lost, but remains in an ex-

tremely subtle form as the body of B., without the distinction of

,name and form', and is known by the name of Tamas (darkness)

(p. 191). Matter in this
,
causal' condition is uncreated, aja, as in

Svet.Up. I. 9, IV. 5 and in Gita xiii. 19 (p. 109). This
,
causal' matter

is not however the same as Sarnkhya Prakrti. Because it is, so to

say, one with B. (Brahmatdpannd), and the three Gunas are not

as yet evolved in it. Only when the time of the creation of the

world comes, the Grunas arise in it; hence what according to the

Sarnkhya is the original Prakrti, is according to R., something effect-

ed (kdrya) (pp. 109 & 190). This Prakrti having three Gunas has

a beginning and is
, created', just as all its transmutations are.

Individual souls and material things both have effected con-

ditions (karyatva) in so far as they assume a condition, different from

what they had in the
,
dissolution-state' of the world. But the mate-

rial things have an origin (utpatti), whereas it (the origin) is denied

of the souls. Because the change that takes place in the case of the

souls when they pass from the
,
subtle' to the ,gross' state consists

only in the expansion of their power of knowledge, which was con-

tracted. But the material things, such as sky etc., undergo a change

of their essential nature {svarupd-'nyathdhhava^. And a change of

the essential nature is what is meant by origin {utpatti) (p. 530).
4*
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52 V. A. SUKHTANKAR,

Another reason why the material things must be considered to have

an origin is that they are made up of parts {sdvayava)'^ and what is

made up of parts cannot be eternal (several places in Su, i. 1. 8).

The order in which, at the time of creation, the ,ultra-subtle'

matter, called ,Darkness' (tamas), gradually transforms itself into

grosser bodies is, according to R., the one taught by the Subala

Upanisad^ (p. 517). It is as follows :
—

,Darkness' (tamas)
— the

jimperishable' (aksara)
— the ,Unevolved' (avyakta = the Prakrti

of the Samkhya) — the ,Great' (mahat)
— the ,first element' [Bhu-

tddi, i. e. the ahamkara of the Samkhya)
— the ,subtle elements' (tan-

mdtras)
— the substance out of which the sense-organs are made

(indriyani)
—

Space
^

(akdsa)
— Wind (vayu)

— Fire — Water

— Earth.

^ The Subala Up. states tlie order in which the world, at the end of one of

its periods, gradually dissolves itself and finally ,becomes one' with B. (p. 200).

But R. remarks the order of creation must be the reverse of this (p. 198).
^ AkdSa (space) is thus strangely considered to be a product of the trans-

formations of matter. The following is probably the explanation of this queer

idea :
—
AkaSa primarily means, as ,PetersburgerW8rterbuch' rigthly observes, ,empty

space' (,freier Raum'); it denotes either empty space in general, i. e. all-pervading

as in Br. Up. iii. 8. 4; or as is in an uncritical way more commonly understood,

the empty space that extends in all directions above the surface of the earth. In

this sense the word dkaSa is understood in common language and in this sense it

was used in the older Upani§ads.

The account of creation given in Ch. Up. vi. 2f.. which obviously depends

on Br. Up. i. 2, gives only three elements as constituting the entire world, viz.

Light (= fire), Watei', and Food (= earth). From earlier times ,Air' or ,Wind'

{Vayu) had, on account of its power of sustaining life and on account of its cease-

less activity (cf. Br. Up. i. 5. 21—22), gained importance in Indian speculation.

Cf. Br. Up. III. 7. 2 ,Air is the thread in which this world and the other world, and

all creatures are strung together'. Hence it naturally came to be considered as an

original element of the world along with the other three and gained precedence

over them. Then in Ch. Up. vii akaia is mentioned along with the three elements

of Ch. Up. VI. 2 :— ,Water is greater than food' (vii 10), ,light is greater than

water' (vii. 11) and ,dkdSa is greater than light' (vii. 12). Probably this is the first

authority for counting dkdSa along with the other elements. And passages like

Br. Up. III. 8. 7—8, iii. 7. 12, Ch. Up. vii. 26. 1 could easily suggest that it was

created by B. So we have in Tait. Up. ii. 1 ,From this dtman
(i.

e. B.) arose
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Such an account of the creation of the world is much later

than any found in the earlier Upanisads. Instead of this long series

of the Subala Upanisad, the Chandogya has only three elements and

dfcaSa] from akdSa wind; from wind fire; from fire water; from water earth'. The

order here given has ever since remained authoritative for almost all systems of

Indian philosophy. In this way dkdSa began to be counted along with the four

elements. Cf. Svet. Up. ii. 12, vi. 2, Pr. Up. vi. 4, Mun^. Up. ii. 1. 3. But in all

these places dkdSa means
,space', as is seen from the fact that the word used in

its place is ,Kba', literally ,an opening', ,a hole'. In Ait. Up. iii. 3
,earth, wind,

akdSa, water, and fire' are for the first time called panca mahahhutdni i. e. five great

created things. But this does not imply that they were all alike considered to be

of material nature. On the other hand we have reasons to believe that dkdSa was

not, even in philosophical circles, considered material like the other four. Thus

we see for instance, that later the Jainas comprise all the material elements under

the name Pudgala; but they do no include dkdSa under it, which they consider to

be a separate ,substance' {dravya), infinite in extention and having the function of

,giving space'. (Tattvarthadhigama Sutra v. 1— 18. Translated by Prof. Jacobi in

Z. D. M. G. vol. 60.) The materialistic school of the Cdi-vdkas, according to the

account given of them in the Sarvadarianasamgraha, teaches : ,In this world there

are four elements, earth, water, fire, wind. Consciousness arises out of these four'.

The Buddhists, even of the school which does not deny reality to the external

world, understand dkdSa in a negative sense, as the absence of other things {dva-

randbhdva).

In the Nyaya and Vaise^ika philosophy dkdSa denotes a ,substance' {dravya)

having sound as its quality; and a special word, diS, is used to denote a ,sub-

stance' which enables us to localise. The word dU, in general usage as well as in

the Upanisads, means cardinal points. The source of the idea of attributing sound

as quality to dkdsa very probably lies in the efiforts towards schematising in phi-

losophy. The four elements wind, fire, water, earth were considered to be the sub-

strates of touch, colour, taste and smell respectively, which form the objects of

four of our senses; and a fifth substance was wanted to form the substrate of sound;

and dkdsa was made to take its place; because it was generally counted along with

the four elements; and probably because Ch.Up.vii. 12. 1 contained a similar idea.

But even in Nyaya and VaLsesika systems, was dkdSa considered to be a material

element like the other four? There are several considerations which show that it

was not. As is well-known, these two schools are atomistic. But whereas wind, fire,

water, and earth are constituted of atoms, dkdSa is not. Just like ,space' {diS) it

is all-pervading, eternal
(i.

e. not created), and one whole (eka); it is not made up
of parts (niravayava). Whereas the four elements enter into combination with each

other, dkdSa does not. Motion (kriya) inheres in the four elements, but not in

dkdka. From all this it seems very pi'obable that dkdSa was supposed to possess

the same nature as dis, the difference between the two lying in their functions;
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54 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

the Taittiriya has five. R. sees no contradiction between these va-

rious accounts; for he thinks that the circumstance that some of the

that of the dkaSa being to be the substrate of sound; and that of the diS being to

be the means for localising. But these two functions being too heterogeneous to

belong to the same substance, akdia and dis were considered to be two different

substances. That even in these systems dkdSa continues to possess its old and com-

mon meaning is seen from the fact that Nyaya and Vaise§ika writers use kha, rja-

gana, vyoman etc. as its synonyms.

In the laborious scheme of the Samkhya philosophy dkdSa is for the first

time said in an outspoken way to be a product of the transmutations of matter.

It is the consequence of two circumstances; firstly, the traditional way of count-

ing dkdSa along with the four elements; and secondly, the correspondence, intro-

duced between our five senses and the five substances. But this idea did not re-

main confined to the Samkhya. The Saipkhya scheme of the constitution and evo-

lution of the world was more or less adopted in the later works on Vedanta; and

consequently here too dkdSa becomes a product of matter and enters into combi-

nation with the other elements, as the scheme of panctkarai}a shows. But strange

as it may appear, all these writers understand dkdSa in its usual sense of ,space'.

In Tattva-samasa, an important work on Saipkhya (translated by Max Muller in

his ,Six Systems'), dkasa is said to come into existence like the other four ele-

ments by the transformations of matter and to possess sound for its quality, but its

function is said to be ,to give space to the other four elements'.

Saipkara uses dkdSa in its usual sense of space. But he says that we know

of its existence, because we must assume some substrate for sound (Br. Su. ii. 2.

24). And following Tait. Up. ii. 1 he maintains that it is created and not eternal

(Su. II. 3. 7). According to R. we can know that dkdSa exists, because it enables

us to localise the flights of birds etc.; so that we can say ,a hawk flies here, a

vulture flies there' (p. 434). He too uses the word in the sense of space, though

according to the scheme of creation given above, he believes it to be a product of

matter. Further he admits that dkd-ia is not made up of parts (niravayava) ;
but

he says ,we musjt hold it to be created, because the Scripture tells us so' (p. 505).

From all this it will be seen that in Indian philosophy there are properly

speaking only four material elements; and that its dkdSa has nothing in common

with the ,ether' of the Greeks. And hence the common notion that India and

Greece both have the same five elements is not accurate. As long ago as 1875

Prof. Jacobi had pointed out [Z. D. M. G. vol. xxix, p. 244) the mistake of trans-

lating dkdka with ,ether'. But the force of tradition seems to be as strong among
the modern interpreters of Indian philosophy as it was on the philosophy itself.

Before leaving this subject it will be interesting to note that R. does not

consider ,time' to be a separate substance like
,space'; but only an attribute of

substances [paddrthavUesana) (p. 452).
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 55

elements are not mentioned in a text does not imply that the text

denies them (cf. Su. ii. 3. 6, p. 506).

A point in this connexion on which R. lays special stress is,

that we have not to understand this order of creation to mean that

the different elements in it are produced, as the Saiiikhya would

say, by the elements preceeding them. It is B. having these ele-

ments for its body, who produces the elements that follow (Su. ii.

3. 14, p. 514). For this reason it is not wrong if the account of crea-

tion is begun, as in Ch. Up., by saying that B. created fire, or, as

in Tait. Up., by saying that B. created sky; or
if,

as in Mu. Up. ii.

1. 3, the things created by B. are stated promiscuously instead

of following the true order; because in reality each and every

element in the series is created directly by B. (Su. ii. 3. 15 & 16,

p. 515).

After all these elements are created, they constitute what is

called ,the world in aggregate' (samasti-srsti p. 606), i. e. each of

the elements is isolated from the other and exists in an undivided

totality. In order to produce from this ,world in aggregate' ,the

world of individual bodies' (vyasti-srsti) with the distinctions of names

and forms, it is considered necessary that all the elements are mixed

up (p. 613). The origin of this idea lies in Ch. Up. vi. 3. But there

the number of elements is only three; and hence the act of mixing

them up is called ,making tripartite' {trivrtkaranain). R. makes use

of the same word, but as is seen from the sinrti text which he quotes

(p. 614), he understands by it the mixing up, not only of the three

elements in Ch. Up., but of all the elements enumerated above. He

does not confine this ,mixing up', as the Samkhya and the later

works on Vedanta do, to the change of the
,
subtle elements' into

gross ones; nor does he give any detailed scheme, like that of the

Sainkhya or the one known by the name of panclkarana. But this

much we learn from him that the elements are mixed up in such a

way that, instead of all the things in the world being made up of

all the elements in equal quantities, there is in them always a pre-

ponderance of some one of the elements. Thus what we call water
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56 V. A. SuKHTANKAR.

has a preponderance of the element ,water' in it, though it contains

all the other elements in smaller proportions (p. 615).

These elements, when mixed up, form what is called a
,
cosmic

egg' (anda). In this ,egg' is born Hiranyagarhha,^ also called Pra-

jdpati or Brahma. He has four faces and is considered the highest

among the ,celestial beings' (p. 609). He is also called creator

(dhdtr), because he is entrusted with the work of making the various

kinds of individual bodies out of the ,world in aggregate' {samasti-

sr§ti). So far the
,
subtler elements' of which the sense-organs are

made, and the ,gross elements' of which the gross bodies are made,

are not divided into separate sets of sense-organs and bodies. So

that the individual souls are as yet without bodies. They are col-

lectively represented by Hira:nyagarbha, who has the whole ,cosmic

egg' for his body. For this reason he is called a
,
collective indivi-

dual-souP (samasti-jlva).

Hiranyagarbha then creates the world as we see
it, having the

distinctions of ,name and form'. But here R. wants us to note that

in reality this work is done, not by Hiranyagarbha, but by B. hav-

ing Hiranyagarbha for its body (p. 610). This is, R. thinks, the

meaning of Ch. Up. vi. 3. 2. B. having taken the ,collective soul'

i. e. Hiranyagarbha for its
,
attribute' (yUesana) i. e. as its ,body',

enters the world and distinguishes it by ,
names and forms', i. e. pro-

duces celestial and other kinds of embodied souls (p. 610).

The world which is thus produced, is always of the same form

as it had before the previous dissolution (p. 202). At the beginning

of each creation B. recollects^ the arrangement of the world as it

existed before, and creates accordingly (p. 201). When B. has creat-

ed the ,cosmic egg' and Hiranyagarbha in
it,

it manifests the Vedas

^
Hiranyagarbha is just an individual soul like any other; but his acts in

his previous lives were of an extra-ordinary merit; and as a reward, he is appoint-

ed to his high office for one world-period.
^ This is the interpretation, which R. puts on 5^ fT^>SfT"'2IfT ,He practised

penance'. Tait. Up. ii. 6 etc. Cf. Mu. Up. 1.1.9 ^^ '^T'T'T*^ fT^ ^ I ,whose

penance consists in knowledge' (p. 201).
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 57

in exactly the same arrangement and succession (of words, chapters

etc.), which they had in the previous world-period,^ teaches them

to Hiranyagarbha and appoints him to create the world of individual

bodies. Cf. Svet. Up. vi. 18 (p. 19). The characteristics of the bodies

of various beings like Indra and so forth, present themselves to the

mind of Hiranyagarbha through the words of the Vedas, which he

has learnt, and thereupon he creates them^ (p. 13).

^ This is what we have to understand, R. thinks, when the Vedas are said

to be eternal (nitt/a) and ,independent of any person' {apauruseya. This word is

generally translated by ,of superhuman origin'. But what is eternal can have no

origin, whether human or superhuman). These attributes do not imply that the

words of the Vedas exist eternally; because ,words {sahdas) are products of the

„first element" [bhiltddi); and therefore they cannot exist in the state of complete

dissolution of matter' (p. 18). The Vedas are independent of any person (apawuseya)

and eternal, because they are always recited in exactly the same order in which

they existed before, by committing them to memory' (p. 20, Ved. Samg. p. 243).

The order of the Vedas is independent even of B.; just as it is of us; the only

difference being that B. has not to depend on memory for the knowledge of the

Vedas; it comes to it spontaneously' (p. 21).

Besides the kind of complete dissolution of the world, which is called prd-

krlika pralaya (Dissolution of the original matter) and which is always meant

wherever ,dissolution' is spoken of in this dissertation, there is believed to take

place another kind of dissolution called naimittika pralaya (occasional dissolution),

when only the ,world of individual bodies' is dissolved, but the ,cosmic egg' and

Hiranyagarbha persist. In this case the Vedas exist in the memory of Hiranya-

garbha (p. 18).

But Hiranyagarbha does not hand down the knowledge of the Vedas by teach-

ing them to others. Because according to the tradition, the ,original seers' (j'sis)

for the first time directly see the Vedas, and do not learn them from others. At

the beginning of each creation, Hiranyagarbha endows certain individual souls

with the bodies and powers of Vasistha and other Seers {r§is) and thereupon these

rsis practise certain penances and then are able to see the Vedas, having exactly

the same accents and letters, as those seen by the rsis of the former world-period

(p. 17). Then the rsis teach them to their pupils; and these again to their pupils

and thus by an unbroken succession of teachers and pupils the Vedas are handed

down perfectly free from mistakes of any kind (p. 400).
^
Indra, Agni and other Vedic ,deities' (devatas) are not particular indivi-

duals; these names rather denote, like the word ,cow', particular kinds of bodies.

At the beginning of each world-period an individual soul is, as a reward for his

good karman, endowed with the body of Indra. He is then the Indra of that world-
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58 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

The creation of the various bodies by Hiranyagarbha, or more

accurately by B. having Hiranyagarbha for its body, is the act of

,distinguishing by names and forms' spoken of in Ch, Up. vi. 3. 3.

,The individual souls, having B. as their Soul, entered the world

(i.
e. the „cosmic egg") and distinguished it by „names and forms"/

That is, out of the cosmic egg, different bodies were made, having

different names and different shapes, and the individual souls were

embodied into them according to the quality of their acts (karman)

in their past lives. These bodies were situated in fourteen different

worlds (the world of Prajapati, the world of Indra and so forth, our

earth being one of them). They (i.
e. embodied souls) are divided

into four main classes : celestial beings (devas), animals, human be-

ings, and unmoving beings (p. xin642). What kind of embodied souls

are understood by the term ,unmoving beings' (sthavara)? The word

sthdvara denotes the vegetable as well as the inorganic world. That

the plants are believed to be the bodies, occupied by souls, is with-

out question; as we can see from the frequently occuring expression

,Souls from Brahma down to grass' (cf. p. x 350); and on p. x 519

among the different kinds of souls he counts trees, bushes, creepers,

grasses, and so on. But are stones and the like inhabited by souls?

The following considerations make me think that R. does not make

an exception of them. In order to denote all kinds of embodied

souls R. very often uses the expression ,from Brahma down to un-

moving things' (sthdvara) (cf. p. xiii 642). And as he has nowhere

directly or indirectly indicated that the inorganic substances do not

period and discharges the functions of that office. At the end of that period, he

looses his body and ceases to be an Indra; next time another individual soul may
take his place (p. 13). Thus Indra, Vayu etc. are all individual souls, who, on

account of their past acts of high merit, are given, for a definite period of time,

the various important offices which they occupy (p. xii 42). They are sometimes

called ,deathless' (amrta). But this does not mean that they never part with their

bodies; it only implies that they live very long (p. 506).

Though Indra and so on are embodied beings, still they can assume any

number of bodies at the same time and be present at all the different sacrifices

to which they are invited (p. 9).
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contain souls, I do not see why the word sthdvara should be restrict-

ed to plants alone. Besides there are several positive indications,

from which it seems that R. believed that the souls are embodied

even in inorganic substances. On p. 285 he says that souls are em-

bodied in stones, dry wood etc., as a punishment for their deeds.

In Vedarthasarjigraha (pp. 30—^31) he names along with celestial

and human beings ,dry wood, stones, grass, jars, cloth, and so on'

as the material things with which the individual souls join them-

selves. Further according to his interpretation of Ch. Up. vi. 3. 3 the

world that we see, with its distinctions of name and form, can come

into existence only through the individual souls entering it. This

he clearly expresses as follows :
—

,A11 things have their reality and

can be denoted by a word, only because the individual souls, hav-

ing B. for their Soul, have entered them' (p. x2l5, Ved. Samg.p. 28).

Hence all individual material things in this world are directly the

bodies and therefore the
,
modes' of individual souls, and indirectly

of B., as B. is the Soul of the individual souls ^

(p. xi537, Ved. Samg.

pp. 30
f.).

Chapter II.

Nature of souls.

Souls exist either as conjoined to matter or as free from con-

tact with it. In the former state the nature of the souls suffers from

great limitations, which matter puts it under. Hence the nature of

the souls will be conveniently ti*eated in two separate sections, the

first deahng with the nature of the souls in themselves, and the

second with that of the souls implicated in matter.

A. Souls in themselves.

The attribute which belongs to the essence (sdrabhuta) of a

soul is consciousness (jndna). On this account it is itself sometimes

^ See above the foot-note on p. .S3.
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60 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

called (in the Upanisads) ^consciousness' (p. 543, Su. 29). But we

must note that the soul is not consciousness itself (jnanamatram),

but it is by its nature the subject of consciousness or knower {jndtf)

(p. 538). In judgments like ,1 know' or ,1 am happy' that which is

expressed by the term ,1' is the soul. It is of psychical nature

(ajadd) and is to be known as ,1' in immediate self-experience (p. ix

109). The consciousness of ,1' is not a mere quality of the soul, that

can pass away; it is the essence of the soul. The loss of the con-

sciousness of ,1' would be the annihilation of the souF (p. ix 150).

But
,
consciousness' is an attribute which expresses the essential na-

ture of the soul (svarupa-nirupana-dharma), for no soul can exist

without consciousness (p. 544). Even in dreamless sleep the soul is

not without consciousness. Because though there is then no con-

sciousness of objects, still the sense of ,V {aham-arthd) continues

(p. IX 143, p. 545). Along with consciousness R. frequently mentions

jbliss' (ananda) as constituting the essential nature of souls (cf. p.xi

586). As in the case of B. (see above) this means that in the

original natural state of the souls their consciousness is always of the

agreeable kind (p. xii 667). In this state their knowledge is of the

intuitive nature, i. e. not dependent on the senses (p. xiii 122).

But consciousness is not the only quality of the souls. ^ The

soul is not only a knowing subject, but has also the power to act.

Because the scriptures enjoin certain actions and prohibit certain

others and attach certain rewards and punishments to them, all which

^ Hence according to R. the consciousness of ,1' belongs to the essence of

the soul and is neither illusion (as the non-dualists would say) nor superimposed

by matter (as the Samkhya would say).

^ The text which is believed to teach the opposite view is Br. Up. iv. 5. 13.

,Just as a lump of salt has no (distinguishable) inside and outside, but is through

and through of the same taste, so the soul has no (distinguishable) inside and out-

."ide, but is through and through consciousness.' But E. does not think that this

text denies of the soul all other qualities except ,consciousuess'. It only says that

just as no part of the lamp is without salt taste, so no aspect of the soul is with-

out consciousness. But as the lump of salt has colour, hardness and other qualities

besides taste, so can the soul too have other qualities (p. 1025).
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would have no meaning if the souls were not themselves able to act

(p. 555f.). According to the Samkhya all activity belongs to matter

and according to ^amkara it belongs to Buddhi (Br. Su. ii. 3. 40).

But R, says ,if the activity belongs to something other than the soul,

how could the soul be made to suffer the conse(juences of acts that

are not its own?' But because the soul possesses the power to act,

it is not necessary that it must always act; it acts or does not act

just as it likes (p. 559, Su. 39); when the souls are conjoined to

bodies, as a retribution for their karman, their actions are influenced

by the qualities (sattva^ rajas, and tamas) belonging to the material

of their bodies^ (p. 557). But when they are free from contact with

matter, they can realize their wishes by their mere will (samkalpad

eva) (p. 1028). Then they are subject to no outward power (p. 1029).

But whether as in their natural state the souls possess the power to

realize all their wishes, or as in their embodied state they have their

power limited by contact with matter, all their activity is dependent

on the will of B. (p. 563 & p. 1046).

As said above (p. 42f.) the souls in the state of their pristine pu-

rity possess all the auspicious qualities in common with B. (p. 783).

The qualities, which according to Ch. Up. viii. 1. 5 express the na-

ture of B. (see above p. 42f.), belong, according to the same Upanisad

(viii. 7. l), also to the essential nature of the individual souls (p. xiii

629 bottom, and p. 630). But even in their essential nature the souls

differ from B. in two points. Firstly, they have no power whatso-

ever on the movements in this world, which belongs exclusively to

B. (p. 1040). And secondly they are of atomic size,^ whereas B. is

all-pervading. That the souls are of atomic size (anu) we know,

because the Scripture teaches that they actually move from place to

place (Br. Up. iv. 4. 2 & 6, Kau. Up. i. 2 etc.), which would not be

possible if they were all-pervading (Su. ii. 3. 20 & 21, p. 539). The

^ This is, according to R., the meaning of Glta in. 27 etc.

* The opposite view is held by the Vaisesika, Nyaya, Samkhya, Yoga as

well as the non-dualistic schools of Vedanta. R. objects to it on the ground that

different consciousnesses of different souls cannot be accounted for (p. 546, Su. 32).
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62 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

Scriptures moreover distinctly teach that the souls are of atomic

size (Mu. Up. III. 1. 9, 6vet. Up. v. 8 & 9) (p. 546, Su. 23); when join-

ed to bodies they reside in the heart. ^ But still the consciousness is

felt all over the body, because consciousness is related to the soul

as light is related to a luminous body, i. e. just as the light extends

beyond the place occupied by the luminous body, so does the con-

sciousness extend all over the body, though the soul resides in the

heart ^
(p. 542, Su. 26). But as long as soul is implicated in matter,

its consciousness cannot spread itself beyond its body; but when it

is free from matter, its consciousness can extend to any number of

bodies, which it may like to assume for the time, or to any distance

(p. 1036). It is then omniscient, Ch. Up. vii. 26. 2 (p. 1038).

B. Souls conjoined to matter.

We have seen that both B. and souls by nature possess alike

all auspicious qualities. But that which distinguishes B. from the

souls is, that the former remains eternally free from contact with any

evil, whereas the latter can be joined to evils. As a punishment for

the sins committed by the souls during their beginningless^ karman,

B. conceals their naturally blessed condition. This concealment is

brought about by joining them to
,
subtle' matter in the

,
dissolution-

state' of the world or to material bodies in the
,
creation-state' (p. 657).

Originally the souls have all alike the same nature. In them-

selves they have no distinctions as celestial beings, human beings

etc. (p. XIII 643). The distinctions of Brahmana, Ksatriya etc. are

due to the connexion with the different kinds of bodies (p. 577, Su. 47).

^ On this account the souls joined to human bodies are themselves sometimes

(e. g. Svet. Up. V. 8) said to be of the size of a thumb, which is the size of the

human heart (p. xiii 638).
^ The comparison between light and consciousness is very common in the

works on Vedanta.

^ karman is said to be beginningless, in order to avoid the reasoning in

circle, viz. the connexion with bodies depends on karman, whereas karman wants

bodies for being performed.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 63

,The possession by souls of „name and form"
(i.

e. a body)

brought about by the connexion with matter, as a retribution for

their good or bad deeds, is called Samsdraj (cycle of births and

deaths)^ (p. xin 355). ,In the state of Samsdra the essential nature

of the soul does not undergo any transmutation as of clay into a

pot; only the knowledge and bliss, which belong to the essence of

their nature are contracted' (p. xi586). And as a consequence, while

they are in this state moving about in one of the worlds, they suffer

evils, whether they are awake, or dreaming, or fast asleep, or in a

state of swoon (p. 617). Now they are subject to the influence of

karman and no more free to act as they like (p. 1036). For their

knowledge they have to depend on their organs of sense (p. xml22).

As explained above the souls that are thus joined to bodies,

are divided into four classes : l) celestial or superhuman beings,

which include all kinds of demi-gods as well as demons and ghosts;^

2) human beings; 3) animals including beasts, birds, crawling and

creeping insects etc.; 4) stationary beings^ (sthdvara) (p. x 519).

Of these classes only the human beings, as may be expected,

are described in a somewhat detailed way. They possess a gross

body, fivefold breath, and eleven organs. The gross body is made

of all the five elements, but in it the element ,water' preponderates

(p. 621, Su. 2). Breath (Prdna) is in substance the same as the ele-

ment ,wind'; but it is ,wind' existing in a different condition and is

not to be considered as ,wind* itself or as a function of
,
wind' (p. 595,

Su. 8). It is further not to be considered as an element of the ma-

terial world but as an instrument of the soul, like eye or ear (p. 597).

Its function is to support the body and the organs^ (p. 598). The

five different motions of breath in the body have five different names,

^ R. mentions the following as illustrations of tliis class :
— Deva, Asura,

Gandharva, Siddha, Vidyadhara, Kinnara, Kimpurusa, Yaksa, Rak^as, PiSaca.

^ For the explanation of this class see above p. 59.

^ For this reason the organs themselves are often called PrSnas in the Upa-

ni^ads, cf. Br. Up. i. 5. 21 (p. 605).
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64 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

Prana, Apana, Vyana, Udana and Samana; but in reality they are

all one breath^ (p. 598, Su. 11), of. Br. Up. i. 5. 3.

The eleven organs are : five organs for doing work, five outer

organs of sense, and manas or the inner organ of sense (p. 590,

Su. 5). The functions of the organs of work are seizing (hands)

going (feet) etc. The functions of the outer organs of sense are see-

ing, hearing etc. They give rise to knowledge of their respective

objects (colour, sound etc.), when they (the objects) are present and

come into contact with the organs. The inner organ (i. e. manas)

gives rise to the knowledge of inner states, such as pleasure, pain etc.
;

it can have no knowledge of the external objects without the help

of the outer organs (p. x 409). The function of manas is threefold :

decision (adhyavasdya), consciousness of self (abhimana), and reflec-

tion (cinta); and in reference to them it is called Buddhi, Ahamkara,
and Citta respectively; in reality all the three are the same organ,

viz. manas, cf. Br. Up. i. 5. 3 (p. 950). All the organs, even manas,

are in themselves material, produced by the transmutations of matter

(pp. 330 & 586). But they are not made of gross elements. Manas

is made of the ,first element^ {BhTdadi) (p. 950); and the rest are

made of
,
subtle elements'^ and can exist only if they have

,
subtle

elements' for their substrate (p. 622).

All the organs as well as breath (Prdna) are of atomic size^

(pp. 593 & 600). Each of them is said to be ruled by some one of

the deities (devatas)- e. g. the speech by Fire, the eye by the Sun,

the breath by Wind, and so on (p. 277). Besides these deities the

organs are of course under the power of the souls. But the power
of the deities as well as the power of the souls have their origin in

the will of B. (p. 602).

^ Breath is said to be present in .stationary' bodies also; but there it does

not assume its fivefold form (p. 285).

* The reason why the organs and breath are supposed to be of atomic size

is, that they are believed, as we shall see later, to accompany the soul, when it

leaves the body; but in doing so they are not visible (p. 593).
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 65

The states in which the embodied souls exist are either of

waking, or of dreaming, or of deep sleep, or of swoon, A few

words are necessary to give R.'s views concerning the nature of the

last three.

In dream the soul lies in the veins, called Hitd (p. 149). All

that it enjoyes or suflfers in dream is created by B. (Ka. Up. v. 8,

Br. Up. IV. 3. 10); because as long as the soul is not freed from con-

nexion with matter, its power to create the things for its own en-

joyment is lost to it^ (p. 655, Su. 3). These creations exist just for

the time and are seen only by the person dreaming and are intend-

ed to be the retribution for acts of minor importance (p. 658). We
do not see the effects of the experiences in the dream on the body,

because a new body, exactly similar to the one lying on the bed,

is given for the time to the dreaming person (p. x 150 bottom).

In deep dreamless sleep the soul forsakes ,name and form',

i. e. is disconnected from the body, organs etc. and becomes united

with B. (p. XI 197). In so far deep sleep is similar to final release;

but there is this important difference between the two : in final re-

lease the auspicious nature of the souls becomes manifest, so that it

is all-knowing, full of bliss etc.; but in deep sleep there is no (ob-

jective^) knowledge and no joy. Cf. Ch. Up. viii. 11. 2. When it

wakes, it leaves B., is conjoined again to its body and organs and

begins once more to experience the fruit of its karman (p. 666 f.).

Thus, whereas according to Saipkara the state of deep sleep is si-

milar to that of final release, R. compares it to the state in which

the souls remain during the
,
dissolution-state^ of the world (p.xiii618).

According to Ch. Up. viii. 6. 3 the soul, when in deep sleep,

lies in the veins near the heart. According to Br. Up. it then lies

in the pericardium (puritat). And lastly according to Ch. Up.vi. 8.1

it becomes united with B. in deep sleep. R. finds no contradiction

between these statements, because he thinks that by combining them

^ Another reason why the experiences in dreams are the creations of B., is

that the dreams forebode the good or ill fortune that is to come (p. 658, Sa. 6).

^ See above p. 60.

5
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66 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

all we arrive at the truth. Directly the soul sleeps in B.^ but B.

lies in the pericardium^ whereas the pericardium lies on the veins

(p. 664).

jSwoon is half way to death. Because at death all breath

leaves the body, but in swoon the ^subtle" breath is still connected

with the body^ (p. 669).

The next point to be considered is the state of the souls after

death. Death means separation of the soul from the gross body. If

the soul has in its life attained to perfect realisation of the true na-

ture of B. and if its karman is completely destroyed, then after death

it attains final release (moksa) and has not to be born again, i. e.

has no more to assume a material body. Otherwise it must in due

time be re-born and experience the fruit of its karman. In the next

chapter, which will deal with Final Release, there will be occasion

to speak of the condition after death of the souls who have attained

to the realisation of B. Hence at this place will be considered the

case only of those, who have to be born again.

The souls of the latter kind are roughly divided into two

classes : l) those who have performed sacrifices and other good

works (istapurte)] and 2) those who have not done what is enjoined,

and done what is prohibited, i. e. the sinners (p. 637). We shall first

consider the state of the former.

At the time of death, according to Ch. Up. vi. 8. 6, the organ

of speech is united with manas (the inner organ) (p. 947). But as

we see from Pr. Up. iii. 9 all the organs become united with manas,

and not the organ of speech alone (p. 948, Su. 2). Manas, thus

united with all the organs, is itself united with breath {Prana^

Ch. Up. VI. 8. 6 (p. 949). Then breath is united with the departing

soul Br. Up. IV. 4. 2 (p. 952). The soul thus united with breath,

manas and organs, is joined to all the subtle (p. 967) elements, as

suggested in Ch. Up. vi. 8. 6 and Br. Up. iv. 4. 5 (p. 952
f.).

These

,subtle elements' form the substrate for the organs which accompany

the soul (p. 622) and cause the formation of the gross body when

the soul is re-born (p. 621). The subtle elements, organs, manas
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 67

and breath form the
,
subtle body', together with which the soul

leaves the gross body at death.

The proceeding so far is common to both those who have

realised the nature of B. and to those who have not. But hence

their ways part (p. 955). The souls of the former class leave the

body by the hundred and first vein^ leading from the heart to the

head and then proceed on the ,path of the celestial beings' (devaydna),

which will be described in the next chapter. The souls of the latter

class, on the other hand, leave the body by some other vein Ch. Up.

viii. 6. 6 (p. 956); and if they have performed sacrifices and other

pious works, they ascend to the moon by the ,path of the fore-

fathers' (pitrydna). This path passes through the following places :
—

smoke, the region of night, that of the fortnight in which the moon

wanes, that of the six months in which the sun goes to the south,

the world of the fore-fathers and sky and then it reaches the moon

Ch. Up, V. 10. 3—4 (p. 634). When the souls arrive at the moon,

they enjoy themselves in the company of the celestial beings as long

as their karman entitles them (p. 626). But when they have finish-

ed enjoying the fruit of their karman, they return again to the earth

Ch. Up. V. 10. 5 (p. 631); because they could not be retributed for

all their karman in the moon. A remainder is still left unretribut-

ed (anusaya), and to suffer its consequence they must be born again

on the earth. If this remainder be of a good kind, they are born

in one of the three higher castes; but if it be evil, they have to be

born in the lowest caste (cdnddld) or as some wretched animal like

a dog or a pig Ch. Up. v. 10. 7 (p. 633).

Their return-journey from the moon to the earth is described

in Ch. Up. V. 10. 5— 6 as follows :
—

,They return by the same way
as they came to the sky, from the sky to the wind; having become

wind it (the returning soul) becomes smoke; having become smoke,

it becomes mist; having become mist, it becomes a cloud; having

become a cloud it rains down. Then they (i.
e. the returning souls)

are born as rice, or barley or herbs or trees or sesamum or beans.

^ Called susumnd.

5*
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68 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

From here it is very difficult to proceed.^ Then it becomes the

person who eats it as food and discharges it as semen/ ^
Thereupon

they get into the kind of womb (yoni) which their karman deserves.

Here they are joined to a body and begin to experience pleasure or

pain (p. 652, Su. 27). Before this, i. e. throughout their return-journey

from the moon, they were without bodies and experienced neither

pleasure nor pain. And if the text says ,it
becomes wind, smoke

etc.*^, it only means that they come in contact with wind, smoke etc.

and become similar to them (p. 646). Even the words in the text

,they are born as rice etc' must not be taken in their literal sense.

The souls are only in conjunction (samslesd) with rice etc., as they

are in conjunction with the person who eats rice etc. (p. 648),

The sinners' do not go after death to the moon (p. 645). They
are denoted by ,the third place' in Ch. Up. v. 10. 8. They are re-

born at once on the earth (p. 641). But as they do not go to the

moon, they must be born without the need of father and mother,

because, as explained above, the transmission from the father to the

mother^ is the last stage of the soul's return-journey fi'om the moon

(p. 641). This means that they are born either as vermin, suppos-

ed to be born from damp heat (svedaja), or as plants {udhhijjd)

(p. 642).

Chapter III.

Final Release.

The individual souls are by their nature in possession of un-

limited knowledge of agreeable kind and enjoy perfect communion

^ This implies that the journey from the sky to rice etc. was easy and

quick (p. 647).
^ Deussen translates this sentence differently and perhaps more correctly.

But R. (p. 652) as well as other Indian interpreters understand it in the above

manner.

^ See above p. 66.

* Called jfifth oblation' according to Ch. Up. v. 9. 1.
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Teachings op Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 69

with the Supreme Spirit. But this their nature is obscured by nes-

cience^ (avidyd) in the form of beginningless karman. When this

nescience is destroyed and when the soul regains its natural state of

being in communion with the Supreme Soul, it is said to have at-

tained jfinal release' (moksa) (p. xii 667).

The only means to attain release (moksa) or deathlessness

(amrtatva) is the knowledge of the Supreme Person Svet. Up. iii. 8

(p. 157), But B. cannot be known by ordinary means of knowledge;

it can be known only by the help of the Scriptures (p. x43l). Tlie

knowledge of B. which leads to deathlessness is given in the (last)

part of the Vedas, known by the name of Upanisads, a systematic

discussion of whose texts forms the subject-matter of the Sarlraka-

Mimamsa (p.vii414). But before one begins the study of the Sdrlraka-

Mlmamsd, it is necessary that one has studied the Karma- (or Purva-)

Mlmamsd, which discusses the nature of the rites and ceremonies

prescribed in the earlier part of the Vedas (p. vii 675). The two

Mimamsas are not opposed to each other in character. They together

form one single work, the differences between the two being just

like the differences between the two halves of the first Mimamsa or

between the various chapters (p. vii 266). The right procedure of

the study is as follows :
— The student first learns from his teacher

to recite the Vedas. But while reciting, he notices that the Vedas

mention certain means to serve certain purposes; thereupon he applies

himself to the study of the Mimamsas in order to ascertain the exact

nature of the Vedic passages. Then he comes to see that the fruit

of mere works (karman) prescribed in the earlier part of the Vedas

is limited and passing; whereas he remembers that the latter part of

the Vedas, called the Upanisads, which also he had learnt to recite,

promises a reward, which is unlimited and eternal, viz. ,deathless-

^
According to R. nescience (acidyd) is nothing else than the result of

karman, and its effect is not to create an illusion {mdyd) of a world of distinc-

tions, which in reality does not exist; but it only contracts the soul's power of

knowledge, see above p. 63.
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70 V, A. SUKHTANKAR.

ness'; and thereupon he appHes himself to the study of the Sdriraka-

Mlmdmsa (p. vii 351
f.).

Whereas according to Samkara a thorough knowledge of the

Karma-Mimamsd is not necessary for gaining the knowledge of the

nature of B,, R. considers it to be an essential pre-requisite. This

difference of view is due to the different conceptions of the two re-

garding the soul's states of bondage^ and release. According to Sarn-

kara bondage or Samsdra has no reality, and to know that it is an

illusion is to attain release. According to R. Samsdra is a reality, an

actual implication into a really existing matter; and therefore release

is something that must be actually accomplished. Just like oamkara,

R. says ,The cessation of nescience {avidyd) is release^ and this

cessation takes place only through the knowledge of B.' (p. vii56l).

But the two understand these words in totally different ways. Saiii-

kara understands by ,nescience^ what produces an illusionary ap-

pearance of a false world of plurality, and hence the knowledge that

B. is the only reality and all distinctions are an illusion puts an end

to ,nescience', which is the same as being released. Now as the

Karma-part of the Veda proceeds from an entirely opposite point of

view,^ its knowledge is of no use to gain the knowledge of B., which

puts an end to nescience (Br. Su. i. 1. l). But according to R. nes-

cience means the influence of karman — karman and its influence

both having real existence (p.x308). But as explained above (p. 47),

the influence of karman comes into operation only through the will

of B. Our karman pleases or displeases the Supreme Person, and its

fruit is the result of His favour or disfavour. Hence the knowledge

which puts an end to nescience, i. e. which destroys the effects of

karman, is that knowledge, which by propitiating the Supreme Per-

son, removes all His displeasure (p. 932). Katha Upanisad ii. 23 says

that the dtman
(i.

e. B.) cannot be gained by reflection, meditation

or hearing; ,only he gains Him whom the dtman
(i.

e. B.) chooses'.

R. explains this as follows :
—

,Only he can be chosen by B., who

^
i. e. Samsdra, see above p. 63.

* Because all karman presupposes distinctions.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 71

is dearest to B.; and he alone can be dearest to B., to whom B. is

dearest'^ (p. vii 629).

jHence the knowledge which the Vedanta-texts prescribe (as

the means for release) is other than the knowledge of the meaning

of the sentences (describing the nature of B.); it is of the nature of

meditation or communion (p.vii567). This we see from the fact that

the terms ^knowing' (yid) and ,meditating' (upas) are indiscriminately

used in the Upanisads with regard to the same object, cf. Ch. Up.

m. 18. 1 & 6, Br. Up. i. 4. 7, Ch. Up. iv. 1. 6 & iv. 2. 2 (p. vii 621).

Now ^meditation' (dhyana) means uninterrupted steady remembrance.

For this reason Ch. Up. vii. 26. 2 mentions ,remembrance' {smrti) as

the means for release (p. 622). The parallel passage, Mu. Up. ii. 2. 8,

mentions
,seeing' (drsta) in the place of ,remembrance', which shows

that the remembrance which leads to release must be so vivid that

it acquires the nature of
,seeing', i. e. of direct visual perception

(pratyaksata) (pp. vii626&628). Only he can attain to the Supreme

Person, who possesses the remembrance (of B.), which has acquired

the nature of direct perception, and who has become extremely fond

of it
(i.

e. of remembering B.) because of his most intense love of

the object of his remembrance (viz. B.). This kind of steady re-

membrance is known by the name of BhakfP (devoted attachment)

(p. vii 630). jHence knowledge which is the means for attaining B.

is meditation, practised day by day, made constantly intenser by re-

petition, and continued till death' (p. vii 634). Thus the knowledge

that leads to final release has two elements : firstly the possession

of the right knowledge of the nature of B. as taught in the Upani-

sads; and secondly, being able to realise always the immediate pre-

sence of B. (Brahma-sdksatkdra) by repeated meditations on its

nature.

^ Cf. Gita X. 10 ,To those who are constantly devoted and worship me with

love, I give that knowledge by which they reach me'.

^ In Ved. Saipg. (p. 146) R. defines Bhakti as follows : Bhakti is only a par-

ticular kind of jknowledge', of which one is infinitely fond, and which leads to the

extinction of all other interests and desires.
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72 V. A. SUKHTANKAR,

Now what obstructs tlie origination of this kind of knowledge

is karman, not only of evil kind, but also good karman (such as

sacrifices etc., done with the object of gaining the reward, cf. p. xiii

174) (p. VII 671). All such karman increases in us the qualities of

rajas and tamas, which oppose the quality of pure sattva, which is

needed in order that the true knowledge may arise in us (p. vii

672). Hence before we attain the true knowledge of B. it is necess-

ary that all the undesirable karman is destroyed; and this can be

done only by perfoi'ining the prescribed religious duties without de-

siring a reward for them (p. vii 674), or as R. puts it in another

place (p. X 313), with the sole object of propitiating the Supreme

Person.

The performance of religious works is necessary not only for

the origination of ,knowledge', but even after it is originated.^ ,
Be-

cause sacrifices and similar works, performed day by day, purify the

mind and the realisation^ of B. takes place with ever-increasing vi-

vidness' (p. 885, Su. 35). ,As agnihotra (a short sacrifice to be per-

formed daily) and other rites are helpful to the realisation of B., and

as this realisation requires to be made always more vivid by practis-

ing it daily till death, the religious duties of one's asrama (stage of

life) must be performed every day; otherwise if the duties are left

undone, the heart will loose its purity and the realisation of B. will

not take place' (pp. 939 & 940). ,
Hence the knowledge which is the

means for the attainment of B., wants the performance of works pre-

scribed by the Vedas (cf. p. 460) for the different stages of life

{a§rama) (p. vii 675).

But the nature of the religious works, that must be performed,

as also the passing and limited nature of the fruit of mere works,

can be learnt only from the Karmamimarnsa, and therefore its study

forms an essential prerequisite to the study of the Brahmamimainsa

(p. VII 675).

* Samkara holds the contrary view (Br. Su. iii. 4. 25).
^ I have translated Vidya by ,realisation of B.', because as explained above,

this is what R. means by it.
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Teachings of Vedanta according to Ramanuja. 73

The same sacrifices etc. that form the duties of the asrama,

are to be performed also as helpful towards the realisation of B.

(p. 885, Su. 34). But religious works like agnihotra etc. can be per-

formed only by those who belong to the aSrama of an householder

(grhastha). Hence only in the case of householders the performance

of daily and occasional rites and sacrifices is necassary for the at-

tainment of Vidya (realisation of B.) (p. 876). But men who have

retired from the world {Urdhvaretas) can also attain Vidya as we

see from Ch. Up. v. 10. 1, Br. Up. iv. 4. 22 etc. They of course

cannot perform the sacrifices of agnihotra etc. (p. 864). In their

case Vidya depends only on the performance of the duties incumbent

on their own asramas (p. 874). Men of all the four asramas can

attempt to attain Vidya, and the performance of the duties of their

respective asramas is helpful towards it (p. 885, Su. 36 beginning).

And to belong to one of the asramas is also not absolutely necess-

ary for the attainment of Vidya. Even those who belong to no

dsrama, such as widowers, can attain it by the help of prayers, fast-

ing, charity, worship of some deity, and so forth (p. 886). But to

remain outside of an dsrama is allowable only in case of necessity.

When possible, one must belong to some asrama\ because the per-

formance of asrama duties is of greater merit than the good works

done outside of an dSrama (p. 887), But those, on the other hand,

who have taken the vow of an ascetic life (naisthika, vaikhanasa,

parivrajaka), but have fallen from that life, loose their right to the

attainment of Vidya (p. 889); no expiatory ceremony (prayascitta)

can restore it to them (p. 890). The other class of people who have

no right to the attainment of Vidya are the Sudras] because they

can have no access to the Vedas. They can hear itihasas and pu-

ranas, but it can help them only to destroy their sins, but not to at-

tain Vidya (p. 34
f.).

In addition to performing the religious rites, the householder

must strive to gain calmness of mind, self-control, etc. (Br. Up. iv. 4.

23); because only thus composure of mind can be secured, which is

necessary for the rise of Vidya (p. 878). Further he must not, un-
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74 V. A. SUKHTANKAR.

less in case of extreme necessity, eat ^unclean^ food. Because as

Ch. Up. VII. 26. 2 says, ,Pure food produces pure sattva, and pure

sattva produces steady remembrance^ (p. 881, Su. 29).

Then according to Br, Up. in. 5 there are three conditions which

help the rise of Vidya, viz. l) learning (pdnditya), 2) being like a

child (bdlya), 3) sageness (mauna). Firstly, one must possess learn-

ing, i. e, one must have the knowledge of the pure and perfect na-

ture of B. and get it fixed through hearing and thinking and through

increasing the quality of sattva in oneself by means of devotion to

the Supreme Person (p. 899). Then secondly one must be like a

child, which means that one must be free from self-conceit, and not

that one has to assume all the ways of a child, such as wilful be-

haviour, and so on (p. 902
f.).

And lastly one must be a sage, i. e.

one must be able to practise concentrated meditation on B. (p. 900).

Following the Vdkyakdra (i.
e. Tafika) R. mentions seven con-

ditions as helpful to the attainment of Vidya. They are l) keeping

the body unpolluted by unclean food (viveka),'^ 2) absence of attach-

ment (yimoka), 3) repeated reflection (abhydsa), 4) performance of

religious works (kriyd), 5) good conduct (kalydna), 6) freedom from

dejection {anavasddd) and 7) freedom from exultation (anuddharsa)

(pp. VII 634
f.).

The meditations which one has to practise every day in order

to obtain release, are to have for their subject some portion of the

Upanisads, describing the nature of B. These portions are known

by the name of Vidyds. There are a number of such Vidyas in the

Upanisads, e. g. Sad-vidyd, Bhuma-vidyd, Dahara-vidyd, and so forth

(p. 836, Su. 56). Some of these Vidyas occur in more than one Upa-

nisad, e. g. Dahara-vidyd occurs in Ch. Up. viii. 1. if. and Br. Up.

IV. 4. 22 f. (p. 799, Su. 38). In that case the characteristics of B.

mentioned in all the versions of the Vidya, are to be combined (p. 719,

Su.
5). All the Vidyas can destroy the beginningless karman, which

hinders the realisation of B., and lead the meditator to the attain-

' In the translation of these terms, I have followed the explanation of the

Vdki/akdra.
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ment of B., which bestows unsurpassable bliss on him. Hence it is

enough if one meditates only on one Vidya, because the reward can-

not become greater even if one meditates on more than one Vidya

(p. 841). Every meditation must include all the essential qualities of

B., such as existence (satyd), knowledge, bhss, purity, infinity, and

so forth, whether these qualities are mentioned in that particular

Vidya or not (p. 739). The qualities which express the essential

nature of B. are of two kinds, positive and negative (see above

p. 42). Hence every Vidya must include both these classes of quaHties

(p. 784). But the subordinate qualities of B. need not be included in

every Vidya (p. 786), In all the Vidyas the meditator must meditate

on B., not as different from himself, but as his Soul, i. e. he must

consider B. related to himself in the same way as he is related to

his own body (p. 915). In some of the Vidyas B. is represented

under some symbol {Pratika)'^ but the only adequate symbol for B.

is an individual soul, as freed from all connexion with matter. Hence

only those who meditate on B. either directly or under the symbol

of an individual soul, disconnected from matter, are led to final re-

lease; whereas those who meditate on B. under some other symbol

are not (p. 1000). The meditations are to be practised in a sitting

posture (p. 925). There is no particular time or place fixed for them.

They can be practised at any time and at any place, which are

suited for the concentration of mind (p. 927).

As explained above Vidya is by its nature extremely pleasing

to the Supreme Person; and consequently when one attains it, not

only the effect of his past sins (viz. the displeasure of the Supreme

Person) is destroyed, but he does not incur His displeasure for the

sins that he might commit after the origination of the Vidya. But

this immunity from the consequences of the future sins, is in the case

of such sins only as he might commit unintentionally. Because as

Ka. Up. II. 24 teaches, one can never attain Vidya, unless one is

turned away from evil conduct (p. 932). But it is not only the effect

of the sins that opposes the success of the Vidya, but also that of

good works (punya), such as sacrifices etc. (performed with a view
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to reward) (see above). Hence when one attains Vidya, the effect

of his good works too is destroyed. But as good works help one to

practise Vidya by providing one with the necessary rain, food etc.,

they are destroyed only at death (p. 936, Su. iv. 1. 14).

According to Vedanta karman is divided into two portions,

l) prdrabdha (what has commenced to operate) and 2) samcita (ac-

cumulated). Our bodies and surroundings as well as all our present

experiences are the consequences of the prarahdha portion of our

karman. Besides this portion there is a whole, beginningless mass

of our karman, which is called samcita. It is karman only of the

latter class that is destroyed through the rise of the Vidya. The

prdrabdha karman, on the other hand, persists; and only after suffer-

ing its full consequences can one attain final release. For the retri-

bution of the prdrabdha karman, the present life may be sufficient,

or it may be necessary to be born again
^

(p. 945).

After the Vidvdn
(i.

e. one who has attained Vidya) has suffered

all the consequences of his prdrabdha karman, he dies; and at death

he is completely freed from all his samcita karman, both good and

evil (p. 768). But he does not at once loose his
,
subtle body'^ (see

above p. 66). Just like the souls of those who have performed good

works without attaining Vidya (see above), the soul of the Vidvan too

is, at the time of death, united with organs, breath and subtle elements

(p. 967). Then the Vidvan along with his ,subtle body' forsakes the

gross body by the hundred and first vein leading from the heart to

the head. He is able to find out this vein because of the power of

Vidya, and because he had learnt of it while he was practising me-

^ Under the class of those who, even after attaining Vidya, are not I'eleased

at death, come also those persons, who, like Vasi^tha and others, are appointed to

some office {adhikara). They must wait till the term of their office comes to an

end, in order to get released (p. 774).
^ The subtle body, just like the gross one, owes its existence to karman.

But it continues to exist even after the destruction of the latter, because the power

of Vidya sustains it, in order that the VidvSn may proceed on the path of the ce-

lestial beings (devayana) and go to the place, where the fruit of Vidya, viz. final

release, can be obtained (p. 772 and cf. p. 957).
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ditations, and also because through the favour of B., who stayed

along with him in the heart, the top of the heart is lit up (p. 972).

After having thus left the body by the hundred and first vein, the

Vidvan proceeds by the rays of the sun (p. 973). The rays of the

sun are present even at night, as is seen from the heat felt at nights

in summer and because the Scriptures tell us that the sun's rays are

connected with the veins (in the human bodies) (Ch. Up. viii. 6. 2).

Hence even if the Vidvan dies at night, still he can proceed on his

path (p. 974).

The path along which the Vidvan proceeds, is known by the

name of Devayana (path of the celestial beings). It is described in

the following passages of the Upanisads :
— Ch. Up. iv. 15. 5— 6, viii.

6. 5—6, v. 10. 1—2; Br. Up. vi. 2. 15; v. 10. 1; and Kau. Up. i. 3.

All these accounts vary more or less from each other; but R. says

they all refer to the same path, the apparent differences between them

being due to the fact that either the passages call some of the places

on the path by different names, or the details left out in some are

suppHed by others. Hence in order to get a complete description of

the path we must combine all these accounts (p. 982). In this way
we learn that the path passes through the following places in order :

—
rays of the sun (called the world of Fire in Kau. Up.)

—
region

of the day
—

region of the fortnight in which the moon waxes —
region of the half-year in which the sun goes to the north — region

of the year
— the world of wind (mentioned in Br. Up. v. 10. 1 and

called Deva-loka in Br. Up. vi. 2. 15)
— sun — moon — lightning

—
the world of Varuna — the world of Indra — the world of Praja-

pati
— Brahman 1

(Su. iv. 3. 2—3, pp. 983—989).

The presiding deities (devatas) of each of the places from the

,rays of the sun' to the ,lightning' conduct the Vidvan to the next

stage of the path (p. 990). But the ,non-human' (amanava) person,

who presides over the ,lightning', conducts him all through the

remainder of his journey, and not only to the next stage (p. 991).

^ Brahma-loka. R. says that this compound is to be understood to mean

.world which is B.' i. e. B. itself (p. 998).
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Though B. is omnipresent, the Vidvan must go to a definite

place in order to completely get rid of ,nescience' (p. 997). Here he

is freed from all connection with matter i. e. attains final release.

The state in which the soul finds himself after being released,

is the full manifestation of his true nature (Ch. Up. viii. 12. 3). He

is neither provided with any new magnificent body (p. 103), nor are

the excellent qualities, such as ,freedom from sin etc.', which he now

possesses, newly originated in him. These qualities have been his

own from eternity; but as long as he was in samsdra (the state of

being connected with matter), they were obscured (or contracted) by

,nescience^ in the form of karman. But when his karman is de-

stroyed and when he attains B., these qualities manifest themselves

again in their fullness (pp. 1016— 1017).

A released soul not only continues to be a knowing subject

(Ch. Up. VIII. 12. 5), but he becomes omniscient (Ch. Up. vii. 26. 2)

(p. 1038). As such the consciousness of ,1^ of course continues in

the state of release. If this consciousness were to be lost, it would

amount to the annihilation of the soul. In that case there would be

nothing desirable in release and none would want to exert oneself

in the least to attain it^ (p. ix 150
f.).

The released soul can realise all his wishes (satyasamkalpa).

This means he is master of himself and is no more subject to in-

junctions and prohibitions (vidhivisedha) (p. 1029). According to

Ch. Up. viii. 12. 3 ,He (i.e. the released soul) moves about laughing,

playing, rejoicing with women or with chariots or relatives^ The ob-

jects and persons with whom he enjoyes himself are produced by

hira by his mere will (Ch. Up. viii. 2. 1
f.) (p. 1028). Sometimes B.

produces these objects for him (p. 1034). He can remain without

any body or he can assume one if he likes (p. 1033). He also can

assume several bodies at the same time (Ch. Up. vii. 26. 2); and his

^ The knowledge (samjnd), which according to Br. Up. ii. 4. 12 is denied to

the souls after death, is according to R., that kind of knowledge, which one has

in the samsara state and for which one has to depend on matter
(i.

e. senses)

{bhutanuvidhayitva-prayukta) (p. 546).
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power of knowledge being no more contracted by karman, he can

extend his consciousness to any number of bodies (p. 1036). But the

connexion with bodies not being due to karman (p. 285), it does not

bring any evil.

The released souls can also go at will to all the different ma-

terial worlds (yikdraloka) and freely enjoy all the pleasures in them

(Ch. Up. VII. 25. 2) (p. 1043). But the joys they enjoy there are not

limited and passing. Because they do not look upon the objects of

their enjoyment by themselves, and as such, liable to change (yikdra),

but as the manifestations of B.'s glory (p. 1044), When one is still

subject to karman and therefore looks upon the world as different from

B., the world seems painful or at best of limited pleasure. But when

one is freed from karman and can look upon the world as the mani-

festation of B.'s glory, the same world seems full of bHss (p. xin 468).

Even though the released soul can realise all his wishes, he

has no power whatsoever on the movements of the world. The glory

of the released soul consists in possessing the abiHty to realise per-

fectly the nature of B. (p. 1040). Even in the state of release, when

there is a likeness between B. and the soul with regard to the pos-

session of all the auspicious qualities, the soul can exist only as the

,body', i. e. as a ,mode' of B.; and now that his ,nescience^ is de-

stroyed, he fully reahzes that he is not separate from B. (p. 1019).

The possession of the auspicious qualities by the souls as well as their

continuing to possess them eternally depends on the will of B. (p. 1046).

The released souls, being completely freed from the bondage

of karman and having their power of knowledge no more contract-

ed, find their highest joy in the communion with the infinitely bliss-

ful B., who has been the sole object of their love; and consequently

they cannot wish for anything else or want to do something that

might put them back again into samsara. The Supreme Person too

most intensely loves those, who have perfectly reaHsed His nature

{jnanin) (Glta vii. 17— 18), and therefore having got them once. He

will never wish to send them back. Hence when the souls are once

released, they do not again return to samsara (p. 1048).
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